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Blazing Worlds is a collection of short stories exploring themes of understanding, 
isolation, the world of work, and identity. These stories follow characters who are 
searching for connections to others, to their environments, to their work, and to 
themselves. The protagonists of these stories inhabit worlds that are slightly adjacent to 
reality, worlds cast into a near future, and worlds that operate by the logic of the campy 
and the fantastic. Through heightened technology, body horror, or blurred metaphysical 
boundaries, the residents of these blazing worlds pursue knowledge of their place in life 
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The ultimate goal of my writing is to make a 350-years-dead woman proud of me. 
While taking a history of philosophy course a few years ago, I was introduced to 
Margaret Cavendish, the Duchess of Newcastle and author of The Blazing World, one of 
the earliest examples of science fiction. We hadn’t read The Blazing World for class, but I 
sought it out for myself. The more I read the more I became enamored with Cavendish, 
this visionary 17th century woman who produced a wildly imaginative story about a 
woman crossing through the Earth’s poles into another world. The protagonist hashes out 
the natural philosophy of this newly found world in the company of worm-men, lice-men, 
and jackdaw-men, becomes the Empress of the world with the help of gender-neutral 
spirits, and invites the soul of the Duchess herself to visit her in the Blazing World. 
 During one of the Empress and the Duchess’s visits, one of the aforementioned 
gender-neutral spirits instructs the two in creating their own fictional worlds, saying that 
humans have the ability to 
…make Whirl-pools, Lights, Pressures, and Reactions, &c. as he thinks best; nay, 
he may make a World full of Veins, Muscles, and Nerves, and all these to move 
by one jolt or stroke: also he may alter that World as often as he pleases, or 
change it from a Natural World, to an Artificial; he may make a World of Ideas, a 
World of Atoms, a World of Lights, or whatsoever his Fancy leads him to (213). 
 Here, Margaret Cavendish is writing about writing. In this section of The Blazing 
World, I can’t help but feel that Cavendish and I share an impulse to wander around a 
world of ideas until the veins, muscles, and nerves reveal themselves and allow us to pick 
and pull at them. I’m an idea-driven reader and writer. The world of the emotional and 
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the everyday frustrates me and often I’m tempted to let myself drift completely away 
from this world when I write. I’m tempted to dissociate completely from any 
consideration of what a potential reader may need in order to understand or enjoy my 
writing. I am acutely aware that I cannot do this, that I need to pay special attention to the 
world of the emotional and the everyday when I write so that the ideas that excite me do 
not overwhelm and obscure my work. The Blazing World, however, reminds me that I am 
not wrong for approaching my writing from a love of the world of ideas. I may not have 
the smarts to become an actual scientist, but I can, through my writing, test the “lights, 
pressures, and reactions” of the ideas and experiences that grip me.  
 In the first story of this collection, “Error: User_Interface,” the experience that I 
wanted to put pressure on is the frustration of being misunderstood by others. The title is 
meant to seed this idea, as an error in a user interface would result in a program unable to 
communicate its status to its user. The user interface is what allows us to interact with 
technology. UI is the middle-man between chunks of code and human brains that are not 
equipped to deal directly with code. As I am someone who spends a large portion of my 
life with technology, but am only very marginally equipped to deal with code, I am 
fascinated by the fact that so much of my life and others’ lives depend on smooth 
interfacing. It seems to me that we also need smooth interfacing when we interact with 
others. Our eyes, ears, intuitions, and emotions provide us with the information we need 
to understand the code at work in other people. I wanted this story to explore the faults in 
the UI of interpersonal relationships as well as those faults between people and programs.  
If the UI of a specific program does not function, communication between human 
and program is impaired if not halted altogether. In this story, Joan feels that something 
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has gone wrong with the way she interfaces with both programs and people in personal 
and professional settings. When she believes that her feelings for Miku are perfectly clear 
as nonverbal cues, she finds that this is not the case. Similarly, her call with her 
department’s intern ends with him misunderstanding her and then closing her out so that 
she cannot correct the mistake. When Joan meets Pepper in the middle of Pepper’s own 
failed interfacing, she sees someone who can understand her frustration, which convinces 
her to try to solve Pepper’s problem. Joan wants both to avoid her own issues and to push 
back against unexamined misunderstandings in any way she can.   
I chose a near-future setting for this story because it offers an optimal amount of 
frustration to build in Joan. She values the convenience that the slightly more advanced 
technology of her time affords, but when miscommunications happen despite this 
convenience, she feels doubly betrayed. Adjacent to the near-future setting is my choice 
to use kaomoji like (˵ヘwヘ✿) to show Qatherine’s facial expressions and the ⚠ symbol 
as a presence in Joan’s thoughts. I was hesitant to use these symbols at the risk of them 
coming across as a gimmick, but their inclusion in the story is important to me, as they 
demonstrate the effect that technology has on language. Kaomoji, emoji, widetext, and 
other visual methods of conveying meaning have had an increasing presence in the way 
people talk through technology. My own chat logs with my closest friends are littered 
with this type of non-verbal communication. I imagined Joan’s would look similar, so I 
wanted the prose surrounding her thoughts to reflect this.  
After writing “Error: User_Interface,” I knew that I was not finished with Joan, 
Pepper, or the world that they live in. “LO(VE) Tech: Obsolete Heartbeat” continues with 
a heavy emphasis on technology, but this time I wanted to explore the way technology 
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can be used as a maladaptive coping mechanism. In his 1967 essay “The Fourth 
Discontinuity,” philosopher Bruce Mazlish argued that “We cannot think any longer of 
man without a machine” (14), that, in the same way that Copernicus forced humanity to 
accept its non-central position in the universe, humanity will also have to accept its 
inseparability from technology. With the increasing prevalence of virtual lives in 2018, it 
seems that we have either made this acceptance or come close. In the near future of 
“LO(VE) Tech: Obsolete Heartbeat” technology has had more time to develop and to 
become integral to how people experience fictional worlds. In this world, fictional 
characters are equipped with AI that allows them to interact on a more personal level 
with individual people. As a result, Joan, who has trouble making and maintaining real-
world relationships, finds these characters easier to be around. Throughout this story, 
however, Joan finds that a sense of shame plagues her at the depth of her feelings for 
fictional characters. Her perception is that only those who cannot manage their real lives 
would flee to fiction as often or as passionately as she does.  
This story was motivated by my own appreciation for visual novels and by the 
gusto that some of the fan communities surrounding these visual novels exhibit. I often 
find myself narrowing my eyes at pieces of fanart or declarations of love for characters in 
the visual novels that I play. “You know this person isn’t real, right?” I want to ask these 
fans and sometimes myself. Charles Baxter writes about “wrecked by success” stories in 
which trouble arises from characters being given exactly what they want. He writes, 
“What if wishes and fantasies turn out in some cases to be more powerful than their real-
life satisfactions?” (Baxter 46). This is an uneasy idea. while “(LO)VE Tech: Obsolete 
Heartbeat” is not a “wrecked by success” story, it is a story that derives its trouble from 
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the gap between fantasy and reality. Joan is not only lacking in real-life satisfactions, but 
her fantasies are losing their power as well. Where should she turn to solve this problem? 
She does not solve this problem, but she does end the story with a moment of friendship 
and connection, giving her some indication that her dissatisfactions may be temporary. 
The next story, “Confessions of a Tennessee Mountain Dweller,” is my problem-
child. While I was writing the first draft of this story, I was also taking a seminar in 
Romanticism and spending an hour every two weeks talking through previously 
unacknowledged effects of childhood abuse. Yikes. Even now, I cringe at how personal 
the first draft of “Confessions” had been, how much the story consisted of actual 
confessions. I had poured every ounce of feeling inspired by the Romantic poetry I was 
reading into a pot with the discoveries I was making about myself and dipped the pages 
of the first draft right into that volatile mixture. Needless to say, the story was not 
successful. In workshop, the poetry references were not picked up, the formal 
experiments were not serving their intended purposes, the meaning that I had spent weeks 
knitting into the dialogue and description did not shine through. I was ready to toss the 
story into an active volcano. If Frankenstein taught me anything, however, it is that you 
should not abandon your creations, even if they are grotesque or poorly received, so I 
chose to spend more time with “Confessions of a Tennessee Mountain Dweller.” 
The first aspect of this story that I attended to was the perspective. In its original 
draft, the narrative perspective was first person, but it maintained a distance from the 
character it belonged to, having the majority of her focus on Alma’s stories. I realized 
that this created a problem for the story as most of Alma’s stories consist of her relaying 
events that have happened to her, rather than events that she has driven. The narrator was 
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similarly passive. When revising this story, I still wanted Alma to tell her story through 
conversation, but I also wanted the narrator to have more of a stake in what questions she 
asks and where the conversation leads. The narrator expresses connection to the 
environment and so she wants to understand this anomaly within it; she has an intuition 
that allows her to read signs of distress in Alma and so she wants to help her. Her interest 
in Alma’s stories is what pushes Alma to tell the truth at the end of the story, even if it is 
a shy version of the truth. 
Alma’s relationship to the truth fits in with the theme of self-knowledge that has 
cropped up in many of my stories. Alma takes the same kind of maladaptive 
fictionalizing that Joan exhibits in “LO(VE) Tech: Obsolete Heartbeat” to the extreme. 
She would rather steal stories from poetry than confront the fact that she feels that she has 
been abandoned. Whereas some of my other characters find freedom or clarity in self-
knowledge, Alma finds a truth that makes her feel powerless. When she couches this 
truth in stolen stories, she can distance herself from the discomfort it causes her and use 
the elevated diction with which she tells the stories to put a shiny veneer over what she 
finds painful to admit. Alma’s metaphysical status is something that I wanted to keep 
ambiguous. Her cabin is in a pocket of the mountains that defies the narrator’s efforts to 
find a second time, implying its location in a non-real pocket of space. This is meant to 
mirror the way that Alma hides herself away from the rest of the world and the way that 
she hides her own past in the metaphysically slippery realm of fiction. I chose to have the 
narrator interrupt Alma’s stories frequently to highlight the isolation that Alma has 
imposed on herself. The narrator asks questions that eventually start poking holes in the 
narratives that Alma has constructed about herself, just as the narrator wants to help 
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Alma come out of hiding both from herself and from the world around her. Overall, this 
story is about self-knowledge, truth, and isolation.  
Isolation is a theme that spawned the trio of flash pieces connected under the title 
“Ethan Stays In.” In the Ethan flash pieces, my goal was to cloister Ethan in his 
apartment and then provide him with intrusions to challenge the solitude that he desires to 
a harmful degree. I wanted to maintain a voice that consistently clipped and pushed 
together with fewer conjunctions or transitions than I am naturally inclined to use. “I 
didn't buy it, wanted to call him a goon, never did,” Ethan’s narration says, rather than 
what I might have normally written, “I didn’t buy it, and wanted to call him a goon, but I 
never did.” This voice felt right for Ethan, whose anxious nature causes him to worry at 
the aspects of his life until he has stripped away any hopefulness or nuance.  
“Don’t Pick at It,” the first piece, serves as the inciting incident for the following 
two pieces. In this piece, Ethan peels away a layer of skin to find a mysterious substance 
underneath. He believes that, if he had lived a less socially isolated life, someone would 
have drawn his attention to the anomaly before it spread. The gray and sparkling nature 
of the goo that Ethan finds beneath his skin is meant to evoke the image of nebulized 
space matter, representing the widespread sense of alienation and isolation that Ethan 
believes he has discovered in himself. To provide a sense of grounding to the abstract or 
unreal quality of Ethan’s discovery, I fixated on sensory and bodily details: the sounds 
and textures of his apartment, the temperature of the gray goo and the way it catches 
light.  
The second piece, “Throwing Stars Shaped Like @” reveals Ethan’s isolation to 
be anxiety-driven and self-imposed. Just as we see his compulsion to pick away at his 
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body, he also feels a compulsion to pick at probability, to anticipate the worst. Even when 
the stakes are lower and he is in the company of someone he has known his whole life, he 
still believes that disaster could strike at any moment. The third piece, “Four Times Fifty 
Living Men, A Million Million Slimy Things” poses the biggest threat to Ethan’s 
isolation, as he comes into contact with someone whose company he enjoys more than 
solitude. His neighbor provides him with just enough close contact to show Ethan what 
he is missing before Ethan is reminded of his ultimate unavailability. When his neighbor 
leaves and the apartment returns to its single occupancy, Ethan comes to a conclusion 
similar to the discovery that begins the first piece. He is reminded that he is alone, but 
now he knows that breaking from loneliness will likely require frequent and sometimes 
even painful social interactions. 
“Silk Stockings, Flesh-Colored” continues my recurring theme of self-knowledge, 
this time in the context of gender and the theatre. At the heart of this story is a love for 
performance, and a conception of gender expressed best by Judith Butler who says that 
“gender is an act which has been rehearsed, much as a script survives the particular actors 
who make use of it, but which requires individual actors in order to be actualized and 
reproduced as reality once again” (526). Vi is certainly aware of the performative aspects 
of gender. When it comes to the technical elements of embodying Dr. Rank for her 
scenes in A Doll’s House, she experiences no difficulty: she knows how to alter her 
physicality, how to dress, how to speak. On the surface level, this is how we present 
gender. Vi believes that attending to these aspects will ease the tension she feels about 
her gender identity mentally and result in a successful theatrical performance. However, 
Vi has to learn that, although the performance of gender may seem to exist for the sake of 
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others, acknowledging the desire to perform a certain way for oneself is often the more 
crucial means of achieving harmony with one’s gender identity. Vi must recognize that 
she desires to play male roles both on and offstage.  
The body is a major point of tension for Vi and a major motivator for my 
descriptions in this story. Vi’s body appears traditionally feminine, putting her at odds 
with her mental state and causing her to fixate on its perceived failings. This fixation 
hinders Vi’s self-discovery, as it diverts her attention from where it needs to be aimed. 
Richard suggests that Vi already shares a form of identification with Dr. Rank when he 
defends the casting decision by saying, “Hey, if an overdramatic and pretentious 
character matches anyone in this room, I think we all know who that is.” Here, he does 
not refer to performative physical attributes, but her mental state. From the beginning of 
the story, Vi has a psychological connection to male roles, even if she cannot see it 
through the fog of unacknowledged gender dysphoria. 
The shift from past to present tense in the story serves a two-fold purpose. First, I 
wanted the night of the performance to have the immediate quality that present-tense 
narration can give. Theatre is a present-tense art. Because it is the theatre that allows Vi 
to come to the realization about her gender identity, the realization should play out in the 
present. The second purpose for the tense shift is to retroactively highlight the effects of 
gender dysphoria. Until Vi understands herself, she does not understand why she is 
struggling to play Dr. Rank or finding herself ill at ease around the bakery employee. 
Because it is dysphoria that places an obfuscating film over Vi’s experiences, the reader 
can make the connections that Vi cannot. The reader can understand Vi’s compulsion to 
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seek out the same green shirt the bakery employee was wearing, can understand that the 
reason Vi wants to bind her chest reaches beyond the role of Dr. Rank.  
The last story in this collection, “The All-New, Digital Hybrid SakuraSaw H1.0,” 
continues my exploration of the difficulties arising when a person finds their own self-
perception at odds with others’ perceptions of them. In this story, a sudden change in 
Harley’s appearance results in the people in her life treating her as if they perceive her as 
delicate and cute, when she prefers to think of herself as pragmatic and dependable. 
When she realizes that she can use this change to manipulate people, she is forced to 
question whether getting the things she wants in life is worth sacrificing what she feels is 
her true identity. This story is not explicitly about gender, and the flower that sprouts 
from Harley’s face is not meant as an allegorical device, but, in devising the central 
conflict, I did draw inspiration from the troubles that socially prescribed ideas about 
femininity can cause. “Silk Stockings, Flesh-Colored” wants Vi to understand that there 
is no shame in wanting to fit into a certain socially defined role, but Harley’s story wants 
to criticize the roots of these roles and their stifling effects on identity.    
Constructing the narration for this story was an experiment. Whereas “Silk 
Stockings, Flesh-Colored” focuses more on the way one perceives oneself, making first-
person narration the most useful, Harley’s story hinges heavily on the perception of 
others, so third person seemed the most natural. The decision to have the narration stay 
somewhat close to Harley while also commenting on her situations with a voice of its 
own occurred to me halfway through the first draft. Probably by accident, I wrote a line 
like “Harley, you just can’t live this way,” and realized that this was not Harley’s own 
assessment, nor did it seem like mine. This comment felt to me like a product of the tone 
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that I was trying to achieve, something bright and campy. I had in mind Bryan Fuller’s 
television series Pushing Daisies, in which the non-character narrator contributes 
significantly to the camp and charm of the show. Rather than serving an expository 
purpose like the narrator of Pushing Daisies, the narrator of “The All-New, Digital 
Hybrid SakuraSaw H1.0” has a moralizing presence, often commenting on how Harley 
should or shouldn’t handle certain situations. My narrator also falls victim to perceiving 
Harley differently, referring to her as “our hopeful innovator” on the third page of the 
story, but “our sweetheart” on the sixteenth. These factors are meant both to cement the 
more playful tone of the story and to reinforce the conflict of perception that drives 
Harley to act. This narration is one of the riskiest choices I think I have made in my 
writing, but because it has produced some interesting results, the impulse that sparked it 
is one that I intend to seek out more in the future.   
 Considered together, the stories I have included in this collection seem to fixate 
on themes of knowledge, isolation, perception, and fantasy. I did not set out to worry 
these themes to death, but when I make a new Blazing World and meet its inhabitants, 
these are the heads they have worn. I did set out to make. The construction of my worlds, 
however, is less like the tranquil process of the Empress and the Duchess in The Blazing 
World, but often more like a scene from Frankenstien. Like Victor Frankenstein, I want 
to stitch parts together and create. Also like Victor Frankenstein, I don’t always love my 
monsters the way they deserve to be loved. Sometimes they run away into the wilderness, 
only reappearing to admonish me for mistreating and abandoning them. The stories that 
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This isn’t the call Joan is waiting for. The call she’s waiting for, as she stares into 
the guts of the vintage purple GameCube she doesn’t have the skill to fix, is from Miku. 
Miku, who wears half of her hair in a ponytail and uses too much garlic when she cooks, 
who knows exactly which of Joan’s shit to call her out on and which shit can’t be helped, 
who understood Joan better after one year than Joan’s family had after twenty-eight. She 
can’t help but pick it over, the moment she noticed the blot of dissatisfaction in Miku 
three nights ago. 
Joan had been slumped on the couch in her apartment, giggling as Miku finished 
her impromptu performance of “It’s Your Move,” doing a damn good Diana Ross. Miku 
took a bow, perched across Joan’s lap, and placed her hands on either side of Joan’s face. 
The ceiling fan clicked. An upstairs neighbor slammed a door. Miku smiled lopsidedly, 
bringing her face closer to Joan’s. A flush burned Joan’s cheeks and she looked away. 
After a moment, Miku sighed. She detached herself from Joan and stared at the ceiling. “I 
guess you’d like for me to go, then,” she said, her eyebrows raised. 
“No, no,” Joan had replied, too quickly, “You don’t have to.” 
“Hey, tell me something.” Her tone brought a twitch, a tremor to Joan’s fingers. 
This was a test. “Why should I stay the night? Why do you want me to stay?” 
Joan fumbled over the beginnings of several different sentences. You’re a vision. 




“Look, I’m not good at…” She foresaw herself going on for several minutes, dry 
mouth smacking inelegantly, saying the same thing over and over. “I’m just not good at 
this, okay?” Miku was smart; she’d understand.  
But Miku had risen, made for the door, and said, “I’d like it if I didn’t have to 
read your mind.”  
Joan is sure Miku should be calling now to tell her she’s coming over, to say that 
she understands it’s not easy for Joan to articulate herself under pressure. But Joan is not 
calling now, rather receiving a call. 
This call is from Elliott, the intern from the office, nearly two hours before 
anyone else usually arrives. His image projected from her earpiece betrays dark circles 
under his eyes. He wants to get an early spot in the queue, he says. What he wants, Joan 
infers, is credit for delivering a basketful of palm-sized 3D-printed publicity doodads for 
BooleBean’s advertising director to approve. Elliott rubs his eye with the heel of his 
hand. A sharp streak of turquoise eyeliner blurs. In the middle of a yawn, he asks for 
confirmation on the tagline for a new micro UI update she’d been working on.  
 “BooleBean Micro 20.20,” she tells him, “see the world through our eyes.” 
 “BooleBean Micro 20.20,” he repeats, “see the world through our lies. Wow, 
that’s bold. Thanks!” Before she can correct him, the feed goes dead and his status 
changes to ‘busy.’ Half an hour passes and her message remains unopened.  
Maybe Joan will get fired. That way, everything would be over quick and there’ll 
be no uncertainty about whether or not she seemed at all competent an employee, no 
scrabbling to explain what she thought was a perfectly sensible pitch, squeezing her brain 
for every potential misinterpretation. She’ll take her time this morning. Let the anxiety 
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burn slow for once, take the freakout in small, steady doses. Is that still a freakout or 
would that make it just a well-adjusted way of responding to stress? She runs a quick 
inventory: feeling of impending doom, jaw tension, cold toes even though he stood on the 
thick Persian rug she had accepted from her grandmother in a gesture of hip irony and 
which dominated her shoebox of an apartment, one edge of it dipping into the kitchen 
where it had gathered spots of curry and beer? All present and accounted for. A freakout, 
but a slow one. A background process running cool.  
Now she would have to walk to the office if she wanted to stop Elliott. At 9:00 in 
the morning, like some kind of savage. A glance out at the city points to rain in the 
future. Gray sky, flashing purple and orange billboard lights cutting through fog, no 
elderly drivers who must’ve read the forecast and forgone their unknowable but 
seemingly critical early morning errands. Joan grabs an umbrella and locks the door 
behind her. She takes the elevator from the 9th floor to the basement, so she can exit on 
the side of the building closest to her destination.  
 As she steps into the forest of concrete pillars in the basement, she hears a grunt 
followed by an impassioned shout of, “I only wanted an elderflower tonic, you piece of 
gutter tech!” 
 She peers past the elevator into the alcove containing a lone AI operated vending 
machine that she’s never bothered to use. The machine’s screen is black. On the floor in 
front of it, a woman sits with her shoulders hunched and her arm reaching up through the 
machine’s dispenser area. Her cheek squishes against the LCD, pushing a ripple of 
distortion into it.   
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 Her eyes cut in Joan’s direction. “Hi. How’s it going?” she says, “My name is 
Pepper and apparently this is my life now. Why don’t you pull up a seat? I’d offer you 
something to drink, but…” She points up with her free hand. 
 “Are you stuck?” 
 “I wish that was the problem,” she yells, her voice echoing in the empty 
basement. “Get this, though. I reach in to get my drink and her little pinchy claw yoinks 
my ring right off my finger. Then she has the audacity to laugh in my face and shut down. 
You ever heard of a Vendo doing that?”  
 She doesn’t have the posture of the dangerous weirdo, only that of the standard 
one, so Joan steps closer. She feels it call her, this pocket of the universe where things 
don’t work as they should. A should lead to B, should lead to C, but something has gone 
wrong. A has led to ⚠. She feels revolted by it. This pocket should be sewn shut. Her 
own can wait for a while anyway. “That’s bizarre,” she says.   
 “You’re telling me.” Pepper deflates. “That was my granddad’s ring. I took it 
from his dresser when he died because he kept saving it for a grandson that wasn’t going 
to exist. And dammit, I loved him anyway.” 
“And you’ve tried asking for it back?” It’s obvious, but the first step in solving 
this problem is clear communication. 
 “Nah, I just really like fisting robots,” Pepper says, “Of course I tried asking. 
She’s bugged to hell and won’t give it back.” 
 Joan can’t resist. Here’s a problem, one that looks like the solution will be clean 
and simple. Here she is, willing and able. “Can I try?” 
 She extracts her arm from the Vendo and throws her hands in the air.  
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 “This is an old Qatherine model, right? Sometimes they respond better if you call 
them by name.” She squares her feet. “Hi Qatherine.” The Vendo’s screen lights up blue 
and her (˵ヘwヘ✿) face fades in.  
 “Thirsty? Time for tonic!” the Vendo says, after an ascending three-tone tune 
plays. A row of dancing bottles appears below her mouth. 
 “Qatherine, there should be a ring in your claw. Would you mind dropping it?” 
( •́ – •̀ ) she says. “I’m sorry. I don’t understand the command ‘aren’t you a pretty 
baby’.” 
“Can you please let your claw down so we can get the ring, Qatherine?”  
 Qatherine blinks. Her face snaps into a ୧༼ಠ益ಠ ༽╭∩╮ and the screen goes blank.  
“You see?” Pepper flails her pointed finger at the side of the machine. “I even 
called the number there, and you know what they told me?” 
Joan shakes her head. She’s invested. How could Qatherine’s code have 
misunderstood itself so badly?   
“They told me there aren’t any Qatherines left in the city and I must be mistaken.” 
She pauses for full effect. “It’s like…I’m searing the image of one onto my retinas right 
now, what’re you trying to say? And then I asked if they’d at least accept a video stream 
from my earpiece so they could see her right here and they go ‘hm no.’ No explanation, 
just ‘hm no.’” 
Joan’s heard her fair share of hm no. “God, it’s like they don’t understand and 




In the moment of quiet connection between them, Joan squirms internally. It’s not 
something she’s used to. She leans down to examine the plate near the back of 
Qatherine’s side. “Her distributor’s in the office complex a couple of blocks from 
BooleBean. We could go –” 
“Go there and shove the proof right in their faces?” Pepper’s fired up. Her teeth 
show when she speaks.  
Joan pops a quick snapshot with her earpiece. “Both of us show up, say ‘Look, 
here she is in all her splendor.’ What’re they going to do? Tell us we’re wrong when 
we’ve both got the pictures with timestamps and geotags to prove it?” 
Pepper gathers her slightly stringy, beanie topped hair into a low ponytail. “Let’s 
go.” 
Joan smiles, conscious that it’s the smile that makes her look like a dingbat. Too 
much gums, too eager. But it’s the one she can never stop. They start down the street. 
The occasional gust of wind blows mist their way, but their umbrellas stay down.  
“So,” Pepper breaks the silence, “you said something about BooleBean.” 
“Oh, right.” She sighs. Part of the appeal to taking on a new problem was that she 
got to ignore the old one. “I work there.” Still no notification that Elliott read her 
message. She sends another. 
“Hey, same. What department you in?” 
“Social Media.” 
“What?” She draws out the a’s longer than is decent. “But you don’t look like 
some kind of Twitter junkie beach kid who blows giant clouds of piña-colada vape in 
public. At least, that’s what us QA drones think about you guys.” 
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“QA?” Joan replies, “But you don’t look like someone who’s sweaty all the time 
and signs their name in binary.” 
Pepper cackles. “01010000,” she recites in a robot voice.  
The humidity in the air makes their walk a particularly odorific one: brothy notes 
from a pho shop, sourness from alley dumpsters. These ground the neighborhood, 
working against the trendy high-sarcastic aesthetics of sunset colored crosswalks and 
storefront grates decorated with steel cutouts of Corinthian columns and cherry blossoms. 
Compared to their own purposeful direction, the straggles of people they pass seem to 
Joan listless, focused downward. Had she walked alone, this difference would have felt 
like exposure, but with Pepper and her long-legged, bouncing steps accompanying her, 
she feels bright.  
Even with company, thoughts of Elliott and Miku resurface in waves, like 
heartburn. She knows she should go her own way, sort out her own misunderstandings 
first. But constantly correcting the way she’s misinterpreted – whether it’s as 
straightforward as Elliott’s mistake or as spiny as the situation with Miku – drains her 
resolve.  
Pepper talks about her dabbling in HTML, the challenges of working in a nearly 
extinct language. Joan talks about how it only took her two weeks to give up on learning 
JavaScript. She refreshes her message folder every 90 seconds or so. The walk takes a 
good half-hour. Lots of 90 seconds in half an hour. Plenty of time to think about why 
Miku had looked hurt when it should’ve been obvious that Joan was trying her best, 
about how the past days felt more like weeks. When she and Pepper arrive at their 
destination, the distraction is welcome. 
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Pink granite wraps around the exterior of the Indu-42 building, providing a base 
for the smooth, gray bulk of the skyscraper. In the lobby, a chipper receptionist bot with a 
face more realistically rendered than Qatherine’s gives them a thumbs up and introduces 
himself as Willym. He directs Joan and Pepper to the Vendo Regional office on the 27th 
floor, and expresses his regret that his confinement to his screen prevents him from 
escorting them to the elevator, his mouth creasing at one corner in a dejected frown.   
The elevator door glides shut. Joan’s earpiece chirps. Smith, her supervisor, 
calling. She flicks her gaze toward Pepper, who regards her with polite, but pointed 
interest. The earpiece chirps louder. The elevator display blinks for the 5th floor. She 
answers without deploying the face scan that would allow for a video feed.  
“Why’ve you got your face turned off?” Smith says. He’s irritated. “Where are 
you?” 
“I, uh…” Joan stammers. “I can’t…” 
“You think you’re funny?” His consonants snap. “You think we don’t have 
enough PR problems and now you want to tell people we’re lying to them.” 
“No, that’s not…Look, Elliott misheard me and I couldn’t –” 
“I didn’t think it’d be you,” Smith says, “because you’re boring, but I knew one of 
you little mole rats would test me on this. One little broken promise to the investors and 
I’m Satan in the flesh, huh? One little lie and I’m branded for life. Isn’t that right? That’s 
what you’re saying?” 
“Smith, I mean, Mr...” Every word Joan tries starts off malformed. “It was 
supposed to be ‘eyes’ not ‘lies,’ but –” 
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“Oh yeah, I’m sure. That’s why you won’t show your face, right? Because it’s all 
just a big misunderstanding?” Smith barrels on. “You know what? I’m sending you to the 
mailroom. I don’t want to see you around here.” Smith disconnects.  
The elevator dings and opens to a yellow carpeted hallway. As she and Pepper 
enter the hall, Joan struggles to assign any fathomable quality to her mental state. Blank, 
that’s all she manages. Pepper stays quiet. “Does BooleBean have a mailroom?” she says, 
mostly to herself. “Of course we don’t. Who sends mail?” 
Pepper radiates unease. “Everything okay?” 
“I don’t know whether or not I just got fired. Sending someone to the mailroom? 
What does that mean?” Joan’s thoughts feel dense, one big mass of ⚠ collapsing in on 
itself and pulling the rest of her with it. It’s reached the level that requires her to bitch 
about it. She twists to face Pepper as they walk. “Why, Pepper, do people act like it’s so 
hard to connect the goddamn dots?”  
Pepper pauses to think. “Maybe they’re not seeing the same dots you are.” 
“That’s no good. The dots are there; they have meaning. Why do I have to catch 
the blame if somebody won’t open their eyes and look at them?” She remembers the way 
Miku had shut down as blackly as Qatherine. She steals glances at Pepper. “Does that 
make any sense?” 
Pepper’s forehead crinkles. “Yeah, dude. Why should you?” She’s fired up again, 
easy to convince. Joan relaxes. “We’re not asking for much.” They pass a door and a 
young woman in a silk half-cape leans out to scowl at them. “All we’re saying is maybe 
don’t steamroll somebody before you pay the situation a nanosecond of attention. That 
doesn’t sound too wackazoid to me.” 
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They’ve arrived at the Vendo office. The murmur of a weather broadcast suffuses 
into the hall. On the door, a notice reads ‘Excuse our mess. We’re moving!’ 
“You know where we’re going next?” Pepper delivers three percussive pokes of 
her index finger to Joan’s shoulder. “We’re going to BooleBean and we’re going to 
defrag your issues.”  
Joan clams. “No, that’s not…” 
She places her hand on the doorknob. “We’ll talk about this later.” 
She flinches at the chumminess of the threat. They met barely an hour ago. Pepper 
swings the door open and they stride into the office. A gulf of space looms behind the one 
desk and one woman sitting at it, the last vestiges of Vendo’s former office. On one of 
the bare walls, a projected Willym slides around, pointing to low-pressure systems on a 
map of the state.  
The woman swivels her chair to face them. “We’re moving,” she recites, “If 
you’re looking for somebody, they’re probably not here.” 
“We’d like to report a bugged machine,” Pepper says. Joan nods. 
“K,” the woman says.  
Pepper and Joan exchange a hesitant glance. A bolt of anxiety hits her chest. It’s 
entirely possible that this will require her to stand her ground. She much prefers to sit her 
ground and hope everything works out. “We’d like you to send a technician to remedy 
the problem,” Joan says. Pepper nods.  
“Did it steal your money or something?” 
“Or something,” Pepper says.  
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The woman dismisses the Willym from the projection. She pulls up a spreadsheet. 
“What building?” 
“Purple Palm,” Pepper says. “Basement. Qatherine model.” 
“You guys work for BooleBean? I heard a lot of BooleBean guys live there.” She 
selects a filter at the top of the projection and the results compress. “Looks like no one’s 
been out there to restock in a whole year.” The woman selects another filter. The 
spreadsheet comes up blank. “There aren’t any Qatherines.”  
They look to each other and nod. The moment has arrived. Joan draws a steadying 
breath. She pictures the ⚠, watches its pixels crumble away in chunks. They flip through 
their camera rolls and project their proof on top of the spreadsheet. 
“I can’t send a technician out if we don’t have the machine on this list,” the 
woman says. 
They gesture to the pictures. 
“You could’ve taken those years ago, for all I know.” 
They point at the timestamps, the geotags. 
“You could’ve faked that.” 
“What possible reason would we have to do that?” Pepper yells. “It’s got my 
ring!”  
The woman shrugs and stares, fish-eyed.  
 For a heavy moment, Joan feels it, the groaning breath of ‘ugh’ passing through 
her scalp and running out the soles of her feet. A sharpened slice of malice straight from 
some cosmic database of bullshit. But then she remembers: this isn’t her pocket to sew 
shut; it’s Pepper’s. An outside party is what she needs for her own pockets, but in this 
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case, she is the outside party. In light of this, she realizes what she can do. She tugs once 
at Pepper’s sleeve. “Let’s go.” 
 “What’s the matter with you?” she shouts, “I’m not leaving until…” The 
conspiratorial look Joan gives her hits its mark. Pepper squints. “We’re leaving now, but 
not because you’ve been helpful.” As they leave, Pepper swats a ceramic vase from the 
woman’s desk. The woman shrugs.   
“Alright, what’ve you got?” Pepper asks, as they make their way down the hall.  
 “We’re going to kill Qatherine.”  
 “Dude.” Pepper’s eyes widen. “That’s supremely illegal. You know they’re 
like…almost people, right?” 
 “She’s bugged and they’ve abandoned her.” She summons the elevator. “It’ll be a 
mercy. Besides, you want your grandad’s ring back, don’t you? That’s how we get it.” If 
she disagrees, Joan’ll do it herself. She has to. 
 Pepper scrutinizes her with an intensity that cracks through the determined air 
Joan has assumed. She isn’t sure what Pepper’s looking for. They reach the first floor and 
she seems to have found it. She whistles a few notes in a major key. “I’ve got some 
thermite in my apartment we can use.” 
 “You have…thermite in your apartment.” She isn’t entirely sure what thermite is, 
but it sounds nefarious.  
 “Don’t worry about it,” her companion says, with a straight face.  
 
 When Pepper meets her in the basement carrying two stacked terra cotta pots, 
Joan’s doubt rests at an abnormally low level. This is what needs to be done, so she’ll do 
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it.  Pepper hands her a pair of safety glasses. “Sorry, but I reserve the rights to these bad 
boys.” She taps her own glasses, the sides of which are electric blue shark shapes. 
“Ready?” 
 “I’ve checked the cameras,” Joan says, and she had, multiple times, “they’re street 
view. And only two pedestrians passed since you went up. We should be fine.”  
 She grins and the glee of it elevates Joan’s doubt a touch. She presses her heels 
into the concrete. Pepper stands on her toes and sets the two pots on Qatherine’s top, near 
the right edge. She bumps her eyebrows, puts on her glasses, and raises a lighter to the 
silvery strip draping over the side of the pots. Before she can light the strip, the Vendo’s 
default face fades in and her jingle plays. Joan and Pepper freeze. 
 “Friends?” Qatherine chirps.  
 “Don’t make any sudden moves.” Joan splays her fingers in front of her. 
 Pepper rolls her eyes. 
 “Did you gals know that damaging, defacing, or otherwise tampering with a 
Vendo is legally punishable with a smack-down whooping?” On Qatherine’s side, a panel 
flips open and out folds a metal rod, ending in a large pink boxing glove. The first swing 
of the glove thumps into Pepper’s stomach, doubling her over. Joan skitters forward to 
help, catching the second swing in her shoulder. She fumbles to catch the glove, taking a 
wallop to her chest, while Pepper wheezes, straightening up and clicking her lighter. Face 
shining with triumph, Pepper reaches up.  
When the strip ignites, Pepper dashes away, shooing Joan back. Flame travels up 
the strip and disappears into the inside pot. A shower of sparks blossoms up. Qatherine’s 
aqua plastic shell must have been cheap. After the reaction burns through the clay pot, 
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her outer layer begins gooping, running down, collecting in lumps and folding over itself. 
The process smells evil, so Joan pinches her nose closed. As the sizzling orange melts a 
path down her side, her face changes to (      ̸͔̳̦̍̏̚☉̵͉͓̋   Д  
 ́  ☉̶̻̠̼͋͐̓ 
     )   ̴̨̛̌ . The melting nearly reaches the ground 
before the flame and Qatherine’s screen fizzle out. A small object clinks into the 
dispenser trough. Neither of them speaks for a while.  
“Hell yeah,” Pepper declares. She approaches the machine cautiously and 
retrieves the ring, a green band carved with a meander pattern. She holds it over her head, 
sings a fanfare. “And all it took was a little destruction of private property.” 
Joan’s dingbat smile sets in. She peers through the path of the flame, searches 
until she finds the hard drive. The outer edge is lightly toasted. She taps her fingertips 
against it to test the temperature, and, finding it cool enough, pulls it out and presents 
Pepper with the trophy. She knots off the thread in this pocket of nonsense, sticks the 
needle back into the pincushion.  
“Now,” says Pepper, “let’s go get you out of the mailroom, uh…” she pauses, “I 
really should learn people’s names before I commit a misdemeanor with them.” 
Her bubble of tranquility pops. “You don’t have to do that. I’m sure the 
situation’s past fixing, whatever the situation happens to be.” 
“What are you talking about? Let me help.” 
She shakes her head. “No, that’s very nice, but I’m going to go. I’m glad you got 
your ring back.” She hunkers her shoulders and moves toward the exit, heart thumping.  
“You’re lazy,” she calls after Joan.  
She stops. Pepper’s right, but why is she bringing it up?  
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“You’re acting all intense about this, like you’re at some kind of grand 
convergence where you’ll get cut free from humanity for the rest of your life. But dude, 
you’re just lazy. Maybe you do have to work a little harder to be understood and maybe it 
won’t work half the time, but you’ll do it.” Pepper’s voice is smooth. “You’re not going 
to cut the ‘chaotic neutral who cares not a solitary damn’ figure that you want to, but 
you’ll do it.” 
All at once, Joan notices that strange thing, the one where she feels okay being 
still and being around someone, where she feels like she can slump if she wants. A 
different flavor of what she had with Miku. All at once, Joan notices what she’d been 
missing: an understanding of what Miku wanted. She stands still, feels herself open out.  
“I’m lazy too, sometimes.” Pepper polishes her shark glasses with the tail of her 
shirt. 
If she can kill a Vendo, march to BooleBean, demand her job back, she can look 






LO(VE) TECH: OBSOLETE HEARTBEAT 
Joan and Pepper sit on the floor of Joan’s apartment, a mid-chapter scene of 
LO(VE) Tech: Obsolete Heartbeat projected in the open space they’d cleared. The home 
projector on the ceiling creates a cone of blue light in which they bathe. A decision must 
be made. Any good visual novel requires the player’s first serious choice somewhere 
around the third chapter. Who will you romance? What faction will you destroy? 
Someday, the visual novel says, you have to choose, despite your choice’s flaws. 
Someday you have to leave others behind despite their merits.  
 Who will you buy the backup battery for? Obsolete Heartbeat asks Joan and 
Pepper. Lyle Dial-Up, the modem with the beautiful singing voice? Dot Matrix, the 
printer with the flowing black ribbon hair? Cathy Ray-Tube, the television with the curvy 
figure? Joan and Pepper could agree on only one thing: not Lyle. The scene is set in an 
internet café. Outdated pop remixes playing quietly in the background. A notice on the 
wall forbidding cheese puffs near the keyboards. A block of lavender monitors on clean 
desks, three of which are occupied by mostly-humanoid figures.  
“I’m sorry,” Joan says, “but your waifu sucks. Dot’s the clear winner.”  
 Pepper slams her fist on the coffee table. “You’re dead wrong, dude. Look at 
those voluptuous plastic titties on Cathy.” Pepper gets heated quickly. Joan has learned 
this in the six months Pepper has been frequenting her apartment on weekends and 
evenings. Convenient. Joan is bad at maintaining friendships, knows it, likes someone 




 “Dot’s tragic backstory, though,” she says to Pepper, “She’s the last of her kind. 
How could you not want to help her?”  
 “Really? You’re buying that sadgirl bullshit?” 
 Joan rises to her feet, points at the screen. “At least I’m taking more into account 
than titties.” 
 “Oh yeah? Who’d you draw for your portfolio, again?” Pepper chucks a stray 
sock at Joan. “You know everyone loves Cathy.” 
 The sock flaps from Joan’s ear to her shoulder. She had, in fact, drawn Cathy for 
her portfolio. LO(VE) Tech had opened a new character artist position for the first time in 
5 years, Joan had made it to the final round, Joan had not advanced any further.  
Knowing her face will turn white, Joan turns to the window and looks out. Too 
sunny. A few years back, the UV-scale had to be adjusted for days with this much sun. 
Even through her 9th floor window in the middle of 18 and 20 story buildings, the sun 
seems too close. Sun is good for the city’s power grid, at least. She’s thinking about the 
power grid: prime dissociation material. Joan swigs the Fuju Water she’d bought from the 
vending machine in the basement of their building and focuses on detaching from the 
shame sticking her in the ribs.  
Think: about something else. 
Think: about the power grid. 
Think: about the years of decreasingly shitty digital paintings in your cloud 
storage and the years honing the guts to show your work to anyone and how it brought 
you so close to making something of this, your real life, but you only fell short again like 
you always fall short of 
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No, shut that down. 
Think: about the visual novel. 
“Well, if we can’t agree, we’ll have to pick Lyle,” Joan says, hoping that her 
voice sounds Not Weird™. 
Pepper throws her head back and groans. “I’d rather stick forks in my eyes.” 
Joan raises her eyebrows, moves to the kitchen area of the front room, and selects 
two utensils to offer to Pepper. Pepper lopes over. She jerks and heaves as she shoves a 
fork through the fingers of the fist she’d put over her eye.  
Joan is not an artist for LO(VE) Tech, but she does make her living stringing 
together software update announcements. Changing the world, she is. Really leaving her 
mark. “Listen,” Joan lies, “We’re rolling out a big campaign at work tomorrow, so I 
should probably get ready…for that.”  
It takes a few moments for the implication to hit Pepper. “That’s trash.” She socks 
Joan in the shoulder a bit too hard. That’s how Joan knows she means well. She gathers 
up her bag and the remainder of the frozen burritos that she’d brought. “See you later.” 
“Have you been practicing for your coding certification?” Joan yells as the door 
closes, “Test is in three days.”  
“Yeah, sure,” Pepper says in the tone that suggests she’d more likely been going 
into the basement to disassemble old batteries or whatever it is she does in her free time. 
“Cathy for life.” 
She waits for a few breaths, taps her pinky against her leg. When she’s certain 
she’s alone, she plants herself back on the floor, back into the jittering circle splashed 
down from the ceiling. Happy to betray Pepper’s trust. A pinch of her fingers zooms the 
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perspective closer to the left-most figures at the desks. She reaches out to tap the shoulder 
beneath shiny twists of black hair. Joan and Pepper had promised to play through 
together. The agreement hadn’t taken Pepper’s clearly faulty taste into account, however, 
so Joan feels only the faintest tinge of guilt when Dot Matrix turns to her.  
Dot pops her trademark grin – one corner of her mouth lifting, revealing white 
teeth at the last moment. She swivels her chair. “Where you been, space cowboy?” 
Joan smiles too. “Space cowboy?” 
“Hey, it sounded cool and that’s what really matters.” 
“I have something for you.” Joan makes a fist so the game will recognize her 
decision. Previous chapters had emphasized the weight of this choice. The battery, the 
uncommon, expensive hunk of electronics meant more freedom for its recipient, farther 
distances to travel, more time available to spend with someone special. “Give me your 
hand.” Joan feels warm.    
From her hands to her elbows, Dot is gray and plastic, shallow, straight ridges 
running up her forearm. A skeptical knit in her brow. The battery clicks on her palm. She 
stares. After a few failed attempts at a response, she rises. “I didn’t ask you to get this.” 
Her eyes are wide with panic. “I didn’t ask for…” She rushes out of the scene.  
Joan sits perfectly still. The whole point of a visual novel is to have someone tell 
you you’re important and good for doing relatively little. She’ll be back. The sound of 
heels on tile confirms. 
Dot returns. “Why did you do that?” she says, sitting at the desk.  
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“Because you deserve it.” Joan leans forward into the projection. “You’ve had to 
go without it for so long, but you’re still so smart and funny and stylish. That sounds like 
somebody who deserves a little good coming their way to me.” 
Dot looks into her lap. “Nobody’s ever done something like this for me.” The 
perspective shifts as if Dot had pulled the player to their feet and laid her head on their 
shoulder. “Thank you.” The scene fades and the café is replaced with an options menu, 
prompting the player to proceed to the next chapter or return to a previous one.  
Joan climbs onto the couch. A draught of air from her window unit slips across 
her arms and she’s reminded that she has them, that she has skin and organs, that those 
organs need something more than shapes made by light. She tries to disregard this 
reminder. But the top of her ear burns. An itch strikes at her ankle. When she swallows, 
the noise scrapes inside her head. They won’t let her float away. For the next three hours, 
she stares at the whirls in the rug. 
 
Joan works for BooleBean. BooleBean designs user interfaces for: 
Governmental water filtration systems – important, life-saving work. 
Online multi-player dinosaur breeding games – RoarXD holds annual conventions 
attended by thousands. 
The most Baroque rice cookers on the market – infuse your grains with shamisen 
melodies and cricket song as they cook (after watching a 30 second ad for an audiobook 
subscription first, of course). 
BooleBean’s office is downtown, 10 stories tall, and often visited by tech wizards, 
business warlocks. Joan does not meet these wizards and warlocks as she works in the 
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Social Media Department writing taglines for posts on steadily declining websites. At her 
desk, Joan gazes down a row of coworkers. Once, the woman to her left showed her a 
picture of an old Minnie Mouse clock she intended to buy. The man two desks from the 
end sometimes brings homemade brownies to share. They look happy, stable, employed, 
satisfied, hobbied. They go home to tell partners or siblings or friends about their increase 
in post engagement over the last week. Joan almost wants to ask them how.   
  
On the walk home, Joan thinks about Dot. Pepper was right, Dot is a sadgirl. But 
Dot has strong eyebrows. Dot makes jokes like, ‘If only I could print myself out a will to 
survive.’ There’s nothing better than a sadgirl with a mean wit. And Dot wears this clear 
trench coat with the collar turned up…come on. Pepper’s crazy.  
Joan crunches her foot into a pink stop sign and remembers that the physical 
world exists. She swallows a wash of disgust for herself. Pathetic, getting caught up like 
that in something ab-real. She passes over an ad AI coded into a crosswalk. “Long week 
running you over, Female of approximately 5 feet and 7 inches?” it asks. 
“Go away,” she tells the projection that follows her across the crosswalk stripes. 
“Come to Squeaky’s on 4th for…” The rest of its spiel fades when Joan steps back 
onto sidewalk. Someone with a job like Joan’s probably wrote the ad. She doesn’t want 
to go to Squeaky’s on 4th. The internet café in Obsolete Heartbeat, though. She’d like to 
go there. The owner always calls her by her name, or the name that the player inputs, 
anyway. The lighting is just right, orange and low so that shadows fall on faces in the 
most dramatic contours. Joan realizes she’s walked half a block past her building. Maybe 
if she vomited right there on the concrete, she could get rid of whatever’s infected her.  
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She enters the lobby, smashes her thumb into the elevator call button, and waits. 
Her eyes unfocus and she takes the elevator to her floor. On autopilot, she heads straight 
from her door to her bed. Her stomach growls and her jacket twists tightly around her in 
the sheets, but she lays still. She feels ⚠.  
Nope. She’d learned this lesson already. What was it again? Not everyone’s going 
to understand you? You have to help them understand? No one care enough to do that 
even when you try to help them understand? It’s ⚠, all right. That break in the logic of 
the everyday, that gnat zipping around her ear. Back for her. It had taken disgustingly 
little to set her off. Joan clenches.  
Her earpiece bleeps. A message from Pepper.  
Hey Jbird? 
Jbird? That was new. Yeah? Joan responds. 
Do you think I could come over? 
I don’t know why you felt the need to ask this time and not the 65 other times 
you’ve shown up, but sure.  
Stop being mean. Be there in a sec. 
The knock on the door shocks her into action. She opens the door to Pepper. 
Something is wrong. Pepper has chewed a hangnail to the point of bleeding and her leg 
jostles. A secret part of Joan is relieved. No need to think about her own issues now.     
“Let’s play some.” She slides past Joan and switches on the projector. 
“I don’t think we should.” 
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“What? It’s fun. Why not? There are cute technology girls. What’s wrong with 
you?” Pepper never talks so fast.  
“I don’t feel good about it.” 
“What the hell are you talking about?” Pepper moves the coffee table to help 
smooth the projection. “We’ll pick Dot, okay?” She swipes through the list of titles 
hovering in the air. “Sit down and let’s play.” 
Joan looks at her from the door. “Are you okay?” 
Pepper jabs a flat palm repeatedly into the projection space. Joan steps into the 
light. She takes an inventory.  
Pepper: present, but agitated.  
Dot Matrix: leaning over a keyboard and toying with her ribbon hair.   
A Sense of Dread: hanging out with the ⚠ in the back of her mind. 
Joan lets Pepper choose dialogue through the scene she’s already seen. They 
present Dot with the backup power source they’d bought for her. Dot’s mouth drops open 
for a moment before she regains her cool façade. She leaves, but runs back into the scene 
with a flush on her cheeks. “Nobody’s ever done something like this for me,” she says. 
It’s too much for Joan especially with Pepper practically vibrating wrong-ness beside her. 
Too real. Not real. Adjacent to real.  
She swivels to face Pepper. “Are you okay?” 
Pepper keeps her attention on Dot. “Yeah, I’m fine. I’m very fine. You know how 
it is. Probably won’t be able to pay rent for…hm, a lot of months. Did you know about 
interest? On loans? Did you know how big it gets? I did, but not, you know…not…” 
Joan pauses the game, stays dead still.  
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“Why’d you pause it?” Pepper jostles her leg again. “Come on. Start it back up.” 
 Joan shakes her head. “Hold on. Once you get certified, you’ll get a raise. They 
have to give you one. You’ll be fine then, right?” 
 “Oh, I’m not taking the test.” 
 “You registered.” 
 “I know I did, idiot.” 
 Joan flinches. 
“I mean I’m not going to take the test even though I registered.” 
“I’m the idiot, though,” Joan snaps, “You’re taking the test. You’re getting the 
raise. That’s the solution to your problem.” 
Pepper scratches under her beanie. “I’m not taking it because I’m not going to 
pass it.” 
“You came out of the womb coding Python. What are you talking about?” 
“You have to do two.” Pepper’s voice is uncharacteristically low. “To get 
certified you have to test for two languages. I found that out today.” She looks Joan in the 
face for the first time since she’d arrived. Joan feels her own eyes widening at the sight of 
Pepper’s. “I haven’t used C++ for years. What I have done in that time is fuck around a 
lot and spend money on stupid, stupid shit. And now…” She flings her hands away from 
herself. “So un-pause and let’s get on with life.” 
  “But did you see if there are later dates for the test?” Joan wriggles to sit on her 
knees. “There’s got to be a way to get you time to study.” 
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Pepper groans and grabs at her temples. “I didn’t come here for a life coach, 
okay? And if I did need one, I’m very sure I wouldn’t come here.” The blue glow of the 
projection makes her look drawn. 
Normally, a Pepper sentence would include an excessive number of pauses-for-
effect, drawn out vowels, lots of head nodding. This Pepper crams her words into tight 
bursts and aims for the squishy parts. Joan tenses. “You want to come to my apartment, 
have me watch you make bad decisions, and keep my mouth shut while you dose yourself 
with a visual novel?” 
“Yes, Joan. That’s exactly what I want.” Pepper gets to her feet. “But if that’s 
like…asking too much,” she waves her hands around her head, “I’ll go find an actual 
friend.” 
“Pepper, would you listen to me? I’m trying to help you. You have a problem. I 
can help you fix it.” 
“I don’t want to fix it. I want to forget it and all this stupid shit that comes along 
with it.” 
Joan’s voice warbles. “You can’t keep doing that. You can’t keep going back in 
there when you have to take care of things out here. You can’t.” 
“Maybe you can’t.” 
Pepper is gone and Joan needs to move. Her trajectory starts with small laps 
around the projection circle, expands to the path from front room to bedroom, and ends 
with the thirty-minute walk to the 24-hour, fully-automated noodle shop. A menu AI 
greets her, introducing herself as Dorys. Joan is a regular, but Dorys models have terrible 
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memories. She orders a bowl of ramen and seats herself in a back corner booth, sliding 
over the tear in the cushion and pressing her shoulder against the wood paneled wall. 
 As she holds her face over the steaming broth, she thinks that her pores must be 
filling with meat particles. Leaning back feels better, watching the half-dozen other 
patrons, two couples, two singles. It feels better until it doesn’t. Until the space between 
her and others seems to stretch forever. There’s nothing for her here. No attachments, not 
to the broth and noodles, not to the LO(VE) Tech job, not to Pepper.  
She flashes her earpiece interface onto the table and navigates to a folder she’d 
buried in other folders. She’d downloaded it weeks ago, but hadn’t had the guts to use it, 
not even in private. Joan sets the earpiece on the table beside her.  
The upper half of Dot Matrix shivers in the booth next to Joan, examines her 
fingernails. “Oh, it’s you.” Her voice sounds like it’s being filtered through an old 
telephone. 
“It’s me.”  
Dot holds her elbow, grinning at her own sheepishness. “Thanks again for the 
battery. When I run low, my language center is the first to go, so I start speaking like a 
fax machine on heroin. Trust me. You don’t want to experience that.” 
Joan manages a weak smile.   
“You’re brooding,” Dot says, “That’s my thing.” Her image quality might not be 
up to the full game’s standards, but her facial recognition is healthy, apparently. Dot rolls 
her eyes. “Well, go on. Quick, while I’m feeling emotionally charitable.” She moves a 
tangle of ribbon hair behind her shoulder. 
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Joan swallows a lump of shame. “I can’t stop thinking about how many 
impossible things had to happen for me to get that interview at LO(VE) Tech. The 
miniscule little details that had to line up for someone as unqualified as me to even make 
it into that office. I had to roll the dice a billion times without even knowing it and every 
roll had to fall a certain way. It was an anomaly the first time and there’s no way I can 
ask for two of those in my life.” The lump persists. “And the worst part is that I have to 
throw those rolls for every aspect of my life. Pepper is genuinely the only friend I’ve 
made since I was a kid. How many rolls did it take to set that up? I don’t want to be in a 
world where that’s how my life gets made.” 
She twists in the booth and leans her arm on the table. “And I don’t want to live in 
your world either. Because the rolls have already been made. You have no choice. You 
should be terrified, like in a grand cosmic sense, but you can’t. You can’t even be 
terrified.” 
Dot stares as if Joan hadn’t spoken. Naturally, she isn’t programmed to respond to 
something like that.  
“I don’t think I’m in a good place,” Joan says. 
“Here?” Dot cocks her head. “We can leave.” 
“No.” She rethinks. “Think of it like this: because I don’t like it out here,” she 
gestures in the air around her head, “part of me wants to hole up in there, in your world. 
But the other part of me thinks that’s pathetic. It is pathetic, isn’t it? It’s weak. It means I 
can’t handle myself.”    
“Answer me in one word. Where do you want to be? Out there or here?” Dot 
points to herself. 
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The pressure of the ⚠ sits over her. “Both? No. Neither. Shit.”  
Dot squints. 
 “I guess that’s not in your –” 
 “No, I understood you. I just think you’re ridiculous.” 
 A quiet moment passes, Joan huffs. “You’re an anthropomorphized printer.” 
 Dot rests her chin on a long-fingered hand.  
 “Sorry,” Joan mumbles. “I mean, you are a printer, but…sorry.” With the way the 
quality of the projection warps, little jitters that disguise Dot’s red eyes and muddle the 
serial number along her jaw, Joan thinks for a moment that she looks real. The others in 
the shop probably think she’s only enlarged a video call. Only for a moment. Then she 
remembers that they’ll know exactly what she’s doing. They’ve seen it. She’s seen it. A 
teenage boy walking in the park with a glowing catgirl AI beside him. The attendant at a 
jewelry store frantically shutting down the image of a silver lumberjack when a customer 
walks in. Her stomach turns. It’s official: she’s one of those.  
 The noodle broth is still hot, and the first swallow leaves a numb thatch of skin on 
her tongue. After a few bites, she looks back at her companion. “I’m not ridiculous.” 
 Dot raises her eyebrows, gives her a yeah-sure nod.  
 “You’re going to be okay, aren’t you?” 
 “How do you mean?” 
 “You being the last of your kind and all.” 
 Dot wraps her arms around herself. “I don’t know.” She smiles. “It’s only a 
matter of time until I need repairs that no one can make, parts that you can’t swoop in and 
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buy like some kind of angel. Or maybe a morally conflicted goblin, in your case.” Her 
shoulder clips through Joan’s in what might have been a playful nudge.     
 “Makes things seem a bit pointless,” she says, “It feels like I’m only biding my 
time until…” Dot’s mouth moves, but no sound accompanies. Joan flicks the earpiece. 
Nothing. She switches the projector off.  
 
 Pepper also works at BooleBean, but Pepper checks code, wouldn’t be one of the 
first to go in the event of dried up budgets. She likes elderflower tonic, so Joan buys one 
the next day. When she finds Pepper in the 3rd floor breakroom, she doesn’t have a plan.  
 The 3rd floor breakroom is not a company sanctioned breakroom, rather a rarely 
trafficked server room commandeered by the gang of QA coders with the sloppiest 
supervisor. While others had arranged for the mini-fridge and napping accoutrements, 
Pepper had personally bribed the maintenance workers into bringing couches marked for 
disposal to the room. Joan is allowed solely due to her association with Pepper. 
The stainless-steel door whooshes across the floor tile as Joan enters. From the 
dimness, a beardy guy pokes his head around a server stack, blinking blue lights catching 
in his glasses. He regards Joan with suspicion as she traverses the path between the 
leftmost stacks. There is comfort in a server room, rows of logic hemming a human form 
in, but the towers of machinery are not without their sinister qualities, buzzing and 
winking around Joan, thinking but not conscious. When she turns the corner at the back 
wall, the beardy guy peers at her from the far end of the path before disappearing. The 
worn couches hug the wall in a straight line, Pepper in the middle, slumping in a 
vertebra-compressing position, her earpiece projecting a movie in front of her face. 
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 “You doing okay?” Joan asks. 
 A grunt for a reply. The movie flashes a scene of a man running up a seemingly 
infinite staircase. 
 The server case is warm on Joan’s back. “Can you maybe turn that off for a 
minute?”  
 Pepper sits up and flings the earpiece into the nest of blankets at the other end of 
the couch. “What do you want?” 
 Joan sets the drink by Pepper’s leg. “I want to know if you’re okay. Like I said. 
And I want to convince you to try for the certification even if you think you won’t get it.” 
“I’m fine.” Pepper scowls. The rings under her eyes are more purple than usual. 
“Liar.” 
 “First you have to tell me something dumb that you’ve done.” She presses her fist 
into the pillow on her lap. “And none of that emotionally repressed shit you like to pull. I 
want the unfiltered truth.” 
 “What? Why?” 
 “Because I don’t want to be the only one in the room who feels bad. You should 
feel bad, too. I want you to feel bad.” 
 “Christ, Pepper, that’s sociopathic.” 
 “Please.” 
Joan sighs. “Fine.” She slides down the server case, stretches her legs out. She 
doesn’t have to think for long. “Once, I met this person at the noodle shop.” 
“You met a person?” Pepper drapes her gangly arms over her knees.  
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“Shut up.” Joan jams her thumbnail under her pinky nail and wiggles it. “The 
Dorys at the shop switched our orders, and once we’d swapped, they came to sit at my 
table. Obviously, I was furious at first. Coming to my table, wanting to talk. What kind of 
monster does that?” 
Pepper rolls her eyes. 
“But they were interesting. Easy to talk to. We messaged each other for a while. 
They mentioned that they like ballroom dancing and I had one of those little bubbles of 
inspiration. You know, they spend a few seconds in your brain filling up and when they 
pop, you can’t help but drop whatever you’re doing. So I made this.” Joan touches her 
earpiece, swipes through her folder of artwork, and projects a piece onto the wall. 
The background: a black and white marble dance floor, golden walls, a night sky 
behind floor-to-ceiling arched windows. 
The foreground: two figures, one, a Dorys model face smiling out of a monitor set 
atop creamy shoulders and a scarlet ballgown, the other, a tuxedo-clad body with a bowl 
of spilling noodles for a head. The noodle-head had twirled Dorys outward, the painting 
catching her at the moment of pointing her toes and raising her lace-gloved hand in a 
flourish. 
Pepper’s grin takes up her whole face. 
“I spent months on it, of course,” Joan says. “And when it was as finished as it 
could get, I decided to send it to the person who’d inspired it, right? I had to think of how 
to preface it. I wanted to say ‘You’re a person who’s interesting enough to move me to 
art.’ But if I say that to someone I barely know, I’ll sound like someone who doesn’t 
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understand boundaries, like a serial killer. So, I prepared this message, went through 
probably six or seven drafts until I was as sure of it as the painting itself.” 
“That makes you sound more like a serial killer. That’s not what people do.” 
“I don’t care what people do. It’s what I did.” Joan tilts her head back, closes her 
eyes, grimaces. “Right before I sent the message and the painting, I thought about what it 
would be like to have someone paint for me. My heart kicked it into maximum overdrive 
and I couldn’t stop smiling. And then the response I got was ‘Aw that’s cute!’ and a 
subject change.” 
“Shit, dude.” Pepper’s voice is low. 
“I mean, sure, I felt like garbage, but the real stinker…You know what that was? 
The next thought I had was ‘I should show the painting to Adrian.’ The character from 
the prequel to Obsolete Heartbeat? Yeah, that’s what I thought I should do. You know 
what else? That’s what I did. And he said it was wonderful and I was wonderful, because 
that’s what he’s programmed to do. And I felt better.” 
Pepper purses her mouth in thought, but Joan doesn’t want to hear what she’ll say. 
Instead of engaging, instead of achieving the purpose of the visit, muscling through a 
moment of discomfort to get to the meat of the matter, connecting with Pepper, Joan 
flounders. “I need to go.” Ignoring Pepper’s protests as she leaves, she returns to her own 
floor. 
  
At home. Lights off. Projector space cleared. From the Obsolete Heartbeat menu, 
she selects a scene from Chapter 2 and fast-forwards until only a third of the scene 
remains. Dot Matrix, high-def now that she’s running on better tech than an earpiece, 
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sports a stripe of flush across her cheeks. She grabs at the back of Joan’s neck. She smiles 
with teeth and Joan’s cheeks get hot. She reaches out to Dot’s sternum, watches her 
fingertips move through the light, feels the empty space there. 
Her eyes sting. Before Dot speaks, Joan turns the game off and crawls into bed. 
 
Joan wakes to a beat being knocked into her door with a fist and a palm. The 
clock reads 12:27 am. The beat goes on, becomes more complex with the use of elbows 
and fingers. She hauls herself from bed and throws on her waffle weave robe. 
She opens the door. A bottle of Fuju Water hits her in the chest. She hunches to 
catch it and another falls into her arms. 
“You have to bring three bottled drinks next time,” Pepper says. “And then I’ll 
bring four. And we’ll keep going until the bottling companies tell us, personally, that we 
have to stop. She enters and flops onto the couch, rubbing her palms together. She’s 
wearing a vest with no shirt underneath and silk pants like she’d pulled randomly from 
the clothes pile. “We’re a couple of dumb chuckleheads, aren’t we?” 
Joan shrugs. She doesn’t have the energy to evaluate who should be angry with 
who. 
“I’m going to take the test,” Pepper says. 
From the door, Joan nods.  
Pepper jumps up, approaches to shake her shoulders. “You were right. I was 
dumb. I know you’ve got some kind of supervillain monologue about how right you are 
all the time. Go ahead. I want to hear it.” 
The most Joan can manage is a disoriented blinking fit.  
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“J-walker. You gotta say something.” 
The couch squeaks under Joan. “I don’t want to be here.” 
“At…your place?”  
“I don’t want to be anywhere.” 
“Are you asking me to do the supervillain monologue?” Pepper slaps a hand to 
her chest. “Because that’s not my forte.” 
 “There’s this thing,” Joan draws the ⚠ with her finger, “I don’t know what to do 
about it. But it won’t leave me alone. It sneaks up on me wherever I go and tells me that 
things are going wrong, even when I can’t see if that’s the case.” 
 Pepper rejoins her on the couch. “Yeah, I don’t know what to do about those, 
either.” She grabs the remote from the coffee table, fiddles around with it. 
 The room festers in quiet. Quiet and Pepper in the same room seems to Joan like a 
sure sign of the end times. Her fingers want to shake. A cannot lead to B cannot lead to 
C. A leads to ⚠. The pressure of it bears down. 
 The remote cracks onto the floor and Pepper laughs, drumming her hands on her 
thighs.  
 Joan jerks at the outburst.  
 “That’s my job.” Pepper wipes at her eyes where the laughter has watered them. 
“I’m a programmer. My job is to know how to fix a ⚠.” She laughs again. 
 “What the hell is so funny?” Joan snaps. 
 “How’d I forget that, dude? How’d I forget the thing that I do?” 
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 Her own laughter takes her by surprise. “Because you’re dumb. You’re a dumb 
person.” 
 Pepper howls. “You too, dude. You’re dumb too.” 
It takes a minute for them to collect themselves, and Joan really only manages 
because her stomach hurts and her irregular snatches of breath won’t sustain her. At the 
tail end of the chuckles, Joan clears her throat. “Well?” 
 Pepper looks at her. 
 “How do you fix it?” 
 “Okay,” Pepper sit cross-legged to face, “When you get an error in one line of 
code, the problem is rarely in that same line. What you have to do is run through some 
previous…”  
 Joan listens to her talk, aware that it doesn’t apply to her situation. She sets her 





CONFESSIONS OF A TENNESSEE MOUNTAIN-DWELLER 
 I found her in a cabin near Tremont, Tennessee on the 14th of October 2017.  
I’d gone out on patrol duty early in the morning. My boss probably thought I 
couldn’t handle much else, so I rebelled by going off trail, wandering around without any 
purpose. One of the perks of the job: getting to swing my legs over a guard rail, give into 
the gravity of a four-foot dropdown, shuffle through a pool of azalea bushes, and follow 
whatever path the terrain allows. It feels like being watched, like moving through a house 
with its owner just behind you. They point you down hallways, but hide their secret 
rooms over cliffs and across exposed rock with crumbling edges. Sometimes, though, 
they let you into one of those rooms.  
I was only four months a park ranger, fresh out of college, coming over a hill and 
seeing a cabin in a patch of patch of woods that shouldn’t have anything man-made for at 
least a five-mile radius. As I waddled down the slope, I second-guessed my own sense of 
geography. Maybe I’d gotten turned around, walked farther than I thought, stumbled 
across one of the historic cabins open to tourists. No roads in sight, though. I checked my 
GPS – exactly where I thought I’d be. What shouldn’t have been was the little wooden, 
old-looking structure, inhabited by the looks of the smoke from the chimney, and the 
spring beside it.  
 Even though it threw my balance off, I set my hand on my pistol. I reached the 
bottom of the hill, feeling a full body tingle. Something about this valley was different. 
The air seemed to rush around me differently than where I’d trudged around, taking soil 
samples and pointing out clumps of porpidia lichen to snot-nosed kids who couldn’t care 
less. I approached the cabin. 
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 “Are you lost?” The voice came from behind me.  
I whirled around to see a woman, probably five or so years older than me, 
carrying a long-handled axe. I aimed my pistol at her, not at all prepared to use it. “What 
are you doing out here?” 
She leaned against the handle of the axe, pressed the head into the ground. 
Despite my weapon, she took her time responding. “I live here.” She looked un-feral, 
blinking at me calmly. 
I frowned, trying to remember protocol, not sure there was any for something like 
this. “Where did you come from?”  
“I was born when a witch slipped on a river stone and bled into the water, 
washing me fully formed onto the bank downstream.” This was the first of her lies.  
“What’s your name?” 
“Alma.”  
I rolled my hand, wanting more information. “Alma what? Do you have ID?” 
 She heaved the axe on top of a pile of firewood and snorted. “That’s not very 
polite, coming to my house and demanding answers.” 
 I relaxed a bit, re-holstered my pistol. “Look, I don’t mean any disrespect, but 
you’re not supposed to be out here.”  
 She smirked and went to the door of the cabin. “Would you like to come in?” 
 What I should’ve done is radio in. How I would’ve explained this, I don’t know, 
but I should’ve tried. That’s not what I did. I stood for a minute in the valley, looking at 
the open door, thinking about what might happen if I did call for backup, feeling the 




The First Story, or “Hart-Leap Well” by William Wordsworth  
 At the threshold, I hesitated. I wanted at least to get a clear view of the space 
before I walked into something that I was sure shouldn’t be there. I half-expected 
something horrifying inside: bodies, blood, or maybe just shelves full of clown dolls.  
Of course, there wasn’t anything wrong. The stone fireplace opposite the door 
held a dying flame, which perked up when Alma tossed some fuel in. Tucked in a corner 
near the fire was a bed smothered with pillows and blankets, crochet from the looks of 
the stitches. A smell like leather and flowers. Shelves stacked with books or clothes or 
food. A basket spilling yarn. High ceiling. Alternating draughts of cool and warm. Racks 
on the walls hung with kitchen tools, walking sticks. And in the middle of the room, four 
chairs around a table scattered with bowls, knives, bundles of flowers and herbs. I found 
that I trusted Alma.  
“You actually came in,” she said, “Not the decision I would have made, entering a 
stranger’s home, but…” She slung herself into a chair, leaned it back, and propped her 
foot on the table.  
I frowned. “Why did you invite me, then?” 
“Ain’t had no home training to teach me no manners.” She affected a syrupy 
accent that I thought might have been a mockery of mine. I decided to ignore it if it was.  
“What did you have? How’d you even get here? You know you’re not supposed 
to be here, right?”  
“Oh good. We’re talking about me.” She motioned for me to sit. “That’s my 
favorite subject.”  
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It’s important for me to make a note here: the story she told next was plagiarized 
from a poem called “Hart-Leap Well.” She yanked a whole mess of details right out of it 
and sold them as her own. I bought them as her own, because I didn’t know any better at 
the time. Here’s what she told me: 
 
“I was fourteen years old when I found this home. Crunching through autumn 
leaves and pine straw, I saw, at the top of a hill, a lone column, stone spotted with moss. 
When I crested the ridge, the picture in its entirety came into focus – three pillars 
standing in a line, the last set beside a clear spring cupped tenderly in a furred palm of the 
mountain’s hand. I climbed down, feeling the full force of nature’s roundness in my 
chest, not warm, not nurturing, but energized with the resonance of my consciousness 
against the quiet land. Not home, but harmony. The spring water was cold and sharp 
against my teeth. 
I raised myself up to find that I wasn’t alone. The shepherd was older, her hair, 
silver and fine, pulled to the back of her neck, her lips thin and set firm.  She had two 
lambs in tow. I asked nothing, but she nodded, gesturing around to the spring and the 
cabin at the base of the hill.” 
  
“She was just standing there?” I asked. “Weren’t you startled?” 
“You have to understand. Things are different for me.”   
 I didn’t know what that was supposed to mean. 




“‘This was once a great pleasure-house,’ the shepherd said. 
 ‘It’s still standing. Why say was?’ I asked. 
 ‘There’s no one inside. It can’t very well be a pleasure-house with no one inside 
to experience pleasure, can it?’  
 ‘But the house still has the potential for it.’ I thought of how inviting the cabin 
looked in its shape, segmented into eight sides. Defined, whole, a shelter with many 
facets like a gem that reflects light, rather than trapping it. 
 ‘You have the potential to bear children. Should I call you mama?’ 
 At this, I recoiled in shock and horror, as I could think of no worse name.” 
  
 “You can’t mean that,” I interrupted. 
“I do.” 
“But what about your own mother? What would she think if she heard that?” 
After the words had left my mouth it occurred to me that people usually have reasons for 
saying things like she had. And I remembered she’d said she was born from witch blood. 
A couple of words got stuck in my teeth before I managed, “I didn’t stop to think. You 
don’t have one, do you?” 
Alma bristled up, her shoulders raising and her jaw getting tight. “Oh, don’t be 
stupid. Of course I had a mother. She was a hart with a scarred-up belly from a brush 
with a hunter and she shone her eyes at anything that would give her enough attention to 
make her feel pretty like she was supposed to be.” 
 “I’m sorry. I didn’t mean to…” 
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“It’s fine. It can’t be helped now.” Alma settled back in her chair. She raised her 
eyebrows, which I took to mean her asking if she should go on. I nodded, and she picked 
up where she left off:  
  
 “After this, the shepherd addressed me, saying, ‘Alma, there was once a struggle 
here between life and death, between a hunter and prey.’ She pointed to the highest pillar. 
‘Beginning there.’ And then the middle pillar. ‘Boiling here.’ Finally, the pillar beside the 
spring. ‘Spilling where we stand. If you turn back to where you came from, you’ll have to 
follow this descent yourself.’ 
 ‘Not if I say I don’t,’ I interrupted her. Being fourteen, petulance seemed only 
natural. ‘I know things aren’t always simple. I know that just because someone looks like 
prey that doesn’t make them so.’  
 Being fourteen I was easy to silence. ‘You’ve known that for a while, haven’t 
you?’ This was true. My mother had looked like prey. My mother was not. 
 I slumped myself over and turned away, dragging a swath of dirt in the wake of 
my feet.  
 ‘If you turn away, you will have to choose and often, which role you’ll play.’ She 
sat beside me. ‘Here you don’t have to worry about that. Here,’ again she tracked the path 
of the pillars with her hand, ‘that work has already been done. You can stay free of harm 
and harming as long as you like.’ 
 Who, in my circumstances, would have refused?” 
Her circumstances. It seemed like she wanted me to speculate, to gather up clues 
and make connections. I’ll freely admit that when I do this, I start connecting A to B to C, 
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but when things get more complicated, I end up connecting C to X or some other 
nonsense like that. I find that I do better when I gather up clues and see how I feel about 
them. When I thought on the clues – the seven squished pillows on the bed, the cagey 
flicker in Alma’s eye, the quickness she’d invited me in with – here’s what I felt: 
In my first year of college, there was a guy who’d come sit with me at dinner. He 
was weird and I don’t think he had friends. Talking to him wasn’t exactly easy. There 
were a lot of awkward pauses, but he listened and responded to what I said, which is a 
rarer quality than it should be. I mostly wanted to be left alone while I ate, but having 
company could’ve been much worse than him. After a few months of conversation over 
dinner, there was a night when my two bio lab partners sat at a table beside us. They gave 
me wide-eyed ‘Is he bothering you?’ looks and then frantically beckoned me to their 
table. He probably saw them. I told him, “I see some friends over there. Excuse me,” and 
I left. And he didn’t ever sit with me again. And I didn’t sit with him. Maybe I should 
feel guilty about that. Maybe I shouldn’t.  
But when I gathered up the clues about Alma, that’s what I remembered.   
  
The Second Story, or “Christabel” by Samuel Taylor Coleridge 
I think that I’ve always been trying to provoke the mountains into making 
something like this happen. Since I was a kid, I’d hike up, tell my mom or my brother 
that I wouldn’t go off trail so they’d let me go by myself to find those spots where I felt 
important: an overlook where you can lean against a sheer stretch of stone, a stream that 
swells across the path in the spring. In those spots, the sunlight looks hand-polished and 
the turns in the leaves like a pair of scissors had cut them out, one-by-one. For years, I 
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thought that if I only had more time in these places, the hand that polished the light and 
cut the leaves would reward me for noticing and drop something in my path. There was 
Alma, to prove me right.  
 She had a way of changing her face when she talked, especially in long stretches, 
picking her words carefully and her face to match. The way she sat, with one arm hung 
on the back of her chair and the other draped on the table, made her look like she was 
taking up more space than she was.  
What do you say to someone like her? Whether or not I believed her, I still hadn’t 
determined. The bears around here, who’ve seen what people can do – they’ll leave you 
alone. The bears in the artic, who’ve never seen guns or never heard humans yelling – 
they’re different. She was like the bears around here, every now and again you can catch 
a ripple of anxiety run under her skin, even if the rest of the time, she looks fearsome 
with her frizzed out braid and freckles all across her face.  
My questions blended away from the type the park managers would want answers 
to the type that I wanted answered.  “Are you by yourself out here?” I asked.  
She looked away from me, snatched up a glove from the table and continued 
mending it. “What does that matter?” 
“Come on. You know I don’t mean any offense.” 
Of course, her next story was as stolen as her last. She turned so I’d see her in 
profile, likely because she though it would look more dramatic. 
 
 “I’ve entertained the occasional visitor at my home, of course. Primarily my 
friend, the grey-headed shepherd, who brings wild-flower wine in a corked crystal carafe, 
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who sits at my table to carve patterns into its edge. But not all visitors break my solitude 
with benevolent intentions. 
In my twenty-second year, on a half-moon night in summer, I wandered the 
course of a small stream that slips through a grove of rhododendron, then in full bloom. 
Tottering along the rocky stream bank, I tossed walnut shells into the water to hear them 
disrupt the gentle patter of water on stone. After one such toss, I heard a shuddering 
breath to my right. There, reclined on the ground under a veil of moon-washed blooms, a 
woman dressed in a silken white robe gazed into the sky and plucked at the net of verdant 
gemstones laid over her hair. I chanced a greeting. 
‘What good fortune have I to meet a strong and fair native of these hills in my 
destitution. Although…’ She fell silent, casting a mournful glance to the earth.  
‘Are you lost?’ I asked. ‘Do you need help?’  
‘There isn’t much anyone can do to help me.’ 
As I cannot let stand an erroneous evaluation of my ability, I planted my feet. 
“Please.’ 
‘I am alone in this world.’ 
‘Is that all?’ 
‘With no family to shield me from harm or show me affection.’ 
‘Hardly uncommon.’ 
‘With no mother to pity me, a maid most forlorn.’ 
‘Then we understand each other.’ 




‘I suppose I’m not suited for anything better.’ 
Do you understand what happened? She played me like a sarabonde and I’m 
terribly ashamed.” 
 
At this point I did understand what happened. I’d heard this story before: finding 
a woman dressed in white in the woods at night. In the lit class I’d been forced to take in 
my third year of college, most of what we’d read had left my mind before it had a chance 
to even wave hello to my brain cells, but I did remember “Christabel.” I remembered the 
bard’s dream of a bright green snake wrapped around a dove. On patrols, I remembered 
the line, “A snake’s small eye blinks dull and shy,” when the occasional rough green 
snakes would peep out from under bushes and piles of leaves.  
When I realized this, I felt a pinch of embarrassment. I’d eating up her every 
word, eyes wide like a kid being told a bedtime story. I decided to keep quiet, to confirm 
my suspicions. She went on: 
 
“Here, I must be forgiven, as my natural good sense seemed to vacate its spacious 
and well-furnished apartments between my ears. I noticed crescents of purple under her 
eyes, a pallor to her lips. A pang of sympathy gripped me and I stood for a moment in 
heavy silence. ‘There’s no reason for you to pass the night in this damp air.’  
She rose, revealing her height.  
At the threshold of my cabin, she stopped, regarded me with an expectant 
expression.  
‘Standing outside will do you no good,’ I said, “Come in.’ 
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She complied, stepping inside before me and presently staring into the high 
corners as if to find some spirit perched there, waving a fan to ward her off. ‘Wonderful,’ 
she said, advancing on me when the door was scarce closed. ‘What a lovely home.’ Her 
golden hair brushed against my cheek, the scent of the rhododendron billowing with it. 
‘Secluded, dark.’ White silk puddled on the floor of the cabin. I shivered. I felt her tongue 
at my throat. ‘Empty of those nagging maternal auras that would chase away the richer 
indulgences the world can offer. They always cause me so much bother.’” 
 
“But what about your mother the doe?” For all the world, I wanted to tell her that 
her secret was out, that I knew she lied. But more than that, I wanted to know why she 
lied. 
Judging by the way she cut her eyes, she didn’t like me stopping her. “No, my 
mother was a will-o-the-wisp who led me into a bog and then floated away to find 
another victim. Such a creature can cast no protection over her children.” 
 
 “The stranger’s strength surprised me. I would have found the wrapping of her 
arms around me like the hold of metal chains if I had struggled. Having no desire to 
struggle, however, I made no attempt. Her skin was reflective and perfect and as she drew 
herself over me, every hum and sigh sunk into my ear and weighed me down so that I 
would have died happy then and there.   
In the morning, I awoke with a terrible aching in my joints, from jaw to ankle. My 
limbs felt as if they had been replaced with lead. I cracked my eye open. The stranger 
was gone, and with her, the majority of the belongings housed in my cabin. My books, 
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my pantry, my boots, the walking stick I carved with much difficulty from red oak, even 
my poor kitten Chloe. Gone. My shepherd friend had impressed upon me that I had a 
choice, but I had chosen poorly on that night.” 
 
I knew she wasn’t being truthful. I knew. Did she know? “You can’t have known, 
though,” I said.  
“I should have.”  
“You deserve company. You can’t blame yourself for wanting that.” 
“There’s always a hunter and always prey.” 
“Oh yeah? Then which is which, between us?” 
A mix of guilt and fear flashed across her face. She recovered slower than she had 
before, lifting her chin and shrugging. “That’s yet to be determined.” 
“So what happened because of what you told me?” 
“Since that night, summer air causes me to limp, fills my joints with a dull fire. 
Since that night, I am often beset by fitful dreams of a giant snake, as green as an apple 
with jewel-black eyes, wrapping around and around my cabin, the timbers creaking and 
splintering in its grasp, long cracks racing up the walls. I often wonder what might have 
prevented this loss of mine, whether I have any say in whether the coin falls in my favor 
or against it. Whether I lack a watchful spirit perched in the corners of my destiny.”     
  
A Set of Half-Baked Lies 
She’s prickly, I’m sure you can tell, and full of herself, it’s obvious she thinks 
she’s terribly interesting. But that’s not the extent of it. It wasn’t cold in the cabin, but 
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every so often I’d catch her put both of her palms on her forearms and rub. When she 
noticed me looking, she’d roll her shoulders back, spread her arms out across the table, 
shift so that her knees were far apart.   
 I’ve got a bad habit of prying, picking up on things people say and rifling through 
them like they’re the junk drawer above the one with the socks. I’ve got a bad habit of 
stirring the pot, adding a little pepper when I do it. Here’s what I knew: the cabin was real 
– I felt the wood floors under my feet, smelled the woodsmoke. She was here in front of 
me – if I’d imagined a person from nothing, I doubt it would’ve been like her. What I 
didn’t know: if she believed what she was telling me.  
 I think it’s best if I lay out the last part of our conversation as straight as I can, the 
way it seems when I play it over and over in my head.  
“My mother was a mouse and lived in a ball of grass in the middle of a field. 
When, one day, a man came along and kicked our nest open, my mother scuttled out into 
the open, we four children still partaking of our breakfast at her breast. When she saw the 
grotesque, large features of the man looming over, she shook us away and made with 
haste into a patch of weeds, leaving her progeny to –”   
“So your mother was a mouse?” 
“Mm hm.” 
“Are you a mouse, then?” 
“Oh, alright, you caught me in a lie.” A lie. I almost laughed. “My mother was a 
spirit from the South Pole, travelled to these parts of the world with the purpose of 
tormenting the twilight years of an old sailor.”  
“Alma, can you cut the bullshit for a minute, please?” 
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“I don’t know what you mean.” 
“Yes, you do. Can you just tell it to me straight?” 
“What do you think I’ve been doing this whole time?” 
“Sounds to me like you’ve been hiding behind a bunch of nonsense.” 
“This is my life we’re talking about. How can you say that?” 
“I believe that you haven’t been around people all that much in your life and I 
believe it because you’re not as good at hiding behind spectacle as you want to be, not as 
sly as you think you are. I can see it, you know? I don’t know what it is, but I can see 
there’s a fire under all that smoke.”  
She turned away from me, facing the fire.  
“I didn’t take you for a coward. What, it doesn’t sound as flowery as you want it 
to?”  
“My mother was a woman.” 
“Alright.” 
“She always paid attention to her nails.” 
“Oh?” 
“They were sharp.” 
“I see.” 
“She made use of them. Here. And here.” 
Silence. 
“She also used them for music, for the harp and the mandolin. And for poetry, to 
tap against the pen to help her think. That’s what she should’ve done with her life, rather 
than bothering with me.” 
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“Bothering with you?” 
“Yeah.” 
Silence. 
“I shouldn’t have –”  
“But you did. Lots of other things do: people, places, objects. Out here, that 
doesn’t happen so much. Out here, things are simpler. I’m less messy, less marked. You 
can still see the marks. Isn’t that something? You’d think they’d have gone away already. 
But here they are. You wouldn’t have guessed, would you? It took several years before I 
learned how to hide, as you call it. That’s time enough for plenty of marks. In my 
circumstances, would you have done different?” 
I didn’t know what to say. I tried as hard as I could. I filed back through every 
possible response I could’ve given. But I wanted too much to say something that would 
change her mind about herself even when she had such a concrete picture of that. I stared 
at my hands, at the half-moons of dirt under my nails.  
“You should be on your way,” she said.  
There’s nothing more that I hate than being where I’m not welcome, so I shot to 
my feet. At the door, I looked back. She leaned over, crumbled pieces of dried herbs into 
the fire, making my last impression of the cabin the wisps of smoke and the smell of 
burning sweetgrass. I should’ve done something different.  
I can come back, I told myself. I would come back. The mountains had become 
bigger, one of its vaults opened to me. You’ve trespassed in our home long enough. The 
voice of it all said. Now you can’t leave. A shiver snatched at me. But I also thought of 
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her. A trespasser like me, maybe? A wounded bear with a thorn in her paw? I checked the 
coordinates on my GPS, wrote them down.  
Of course, that made no difference. I returned two days later, found nothing, not 
the pillars or a spring, not even a steep hill. 
I look for her every time I’m out. I jump at every footfall that turns out to be a 
sporty couple on a hike, stop to investigate every tree felled by an axe. I need to find her 
again. I need to. She needs me to. But all I can do is hope the hand that polishes the light 




ETHAN STAYS IN 
Don’t Pick at It 
I’d grown up completely feral. Not the kind of feral most people would expect: 
dirty hair, devoid of language. Instead, I’m the kind of feral that makes it twenty-four 
years in civilization without anyone noticing. Stealth feral.  
 I learn this for myself one day when I feel something like a current of air running 
under my chin. I reach up to brush away the sensation, find that my pointer finger sinks 
into something warm and pliant. An alien texture in the ease of my kitchen – and I 
leaning over the stove, heat from an active eye, steam from a screaming kettle, sugar grit 
under palm, mucus in throat, breath stuck in lung. Finger extracted, I find a jelly smeared 
across. Gray, glittering. I stop the kettle's noise and step back. When I reach back up, I 
reach with three fingers that jitter.  
My nails pierce through a surface that snaps like dough. My skin, I realize. 
“Stop,” says Reason. “Withdraw.”  
“Haha,” says Me.  
I push further, until my hand is tucked up to the lowest knuckle into a pocket 
under my chin. I rock my hand back and forth to get further in. Giddy, glad to finally get 
at the real meat of something, anything. My thumb rubs at the outside and meets the other 
fingers with a half-inch between them. Who’d have thought? Something like this? Under 
my chin? I wonder how long I’ve had this, how long it’s had to germinate, mature, 
develop its slime coat and hard little scales. I pull downward. The skin bulges, my breath 
catches. I’m in over my head.  
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The fingers still nestled – no doubt puckering up from the moisture – I decide to 
have a quick lie-down on the couch before my weak knees insist on the kitchen floor. The 
pillow I lay my cheek on is the scratchy one, like a movie theatre seat, all rough weave 
and tickling hairs. I will have to make a move sooner or later. Out or in.  
Two hours of couch, during which the kettle has already shouted and gone cold 
and I have not managed to resist the occasional finger wiggle, like waving hello to a new 
part of myself. Some of the gray has slid out, down my hand, soaked into the fibers of the 
scratchy pillow. It’s high time, I decide and undo my first shirt button.  
The skin strip comes away an inch wide as I worry it in small yanks from chin, 
down throat. There’s a sound like snapping. The only pain from stray hairs tugged from 
their follicles. High on the sternum, after eight or nine inches, I can pull no more. The 
strip detaches easily, and I toss it aside.  
I’m glad I chose a weekend to do this. I can stay inside to prod and scratch and 
examine with a 24-hour recovery barrier. In front of the bathroom mirror, my reflection 
under the specks of wildly flung toothpaste shows the channel from chin to chest. The 
material inside stirs in lazy swirls, winks of light from solid pieces stuck at random 
intervals. I think it must not have a bottom. When I see it under my face, this is when I 
understand that I’ve found something malignant. I scoop out a handful of the gray and 
more slides into replace it. I scoop twice more with shaking hands.  
Someone should have seen this. Someone should have pulled me aside and said, 
“Hey buddy, you got a little…” and “You should get that checked out.” Shouldn’t they? 
You can’t see this kind of thing for yourself without scraping away. That’s how I knew I 
was feral. Stealth feral. 
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After I’ve had my fill of scooping, I think about going to the woods behind my 
apartment complex that you can tell were planted because the first row of pines is spaced 
too evenly. There isn’t any undergrowth. My feet would crunch over the thick layer of 
pine needles. I can feel the gray stuff move without touching it by this point, lapping at 
the edges of my skin. The tree I would pick to sit against has a fallen limb and a healthy 
cushion of needles around its base. I know I couldn’t stay there. I’m not the normal type 
of feral. Sooner or later, I would have to go back, take action or refuse to change. It might 
feel nice, though, to run a fingertip through the yielding stuff, nudging at the little bits, 
under the sky, bark scratching my back, left to myself, watch ticking, smell of dirt, heart 
beating, open tear to prove I’d made it this far.   
I don’t go. But I think about it.  
 
Throwing Stars Shaped Like @ 
Every time I get an email, I bleed at the mouth. My phone tweetles and there it is 
– a warm trail leaking from the corner of my lips. 
 It’s because the default state of the universe is chaos. Because Yellowstone 
should’ve already erupted, a rogue planet already smashed the earth to bits, my 
musculoskeletal system already stopped taking orders from my brain, every combination 
of musical notes already used up. And the emails – they’re the minions of chaos, the imp 
messengers, decked out in binary and armed with throwing stars shaped like @. 
 My cousin has purchased actual throwing stars at some point in her life. She is 
seven months older than me. Sometimes sits on my counter. Sometimes brings over 
plastic bottles of vodka which always end up staying in my freezer with only a puddle 
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left. She has deposited the third of such when she hears my phone chime, sees me cut my 
eyes to the couch where it lays.  
 The refrigerator rattles with the force she uses to slam the freezer door. Before 
I’ve made a move, she’s vaulted over the arm of the couch. Before I’ve crunched my toe 
on the coffee table, she’s cradled my phone in her hands.  
 She rumples her mouth. “You made it look like it’d be something fun. Nudes. 
Credit card fraud. A ‘u up?’ text at the least.”   
 “What is it?” 
 “I’m not telling.” 
 “You already said it’s not interesting. Might as well spill it.” 
 “Not interesting to me.” She ticks a nail against the screen. “But to you…”  
 I turn away, but this only exposes the way my shoulders have crept up, knit 
together.  
 “You are expecting something, though.” 
 I pshaw. 
 “You’re expecting something.” 
 Should I lie? Say yes I am. I am expecting something obscene and entertaining 
and something you would like very much to see and that’s why I flinched. Or should I tell 
her: I spend all my energy putting things in order, but nobody emails you to say thanks 






Four Times Fifty Living Men, A Million Million Slimy Things 
He liked to pose contrapposto. He liked a crowd around him. He liked, 
occasionally, to look my way and say things like, “Ethan doesn’t understand. He’s 
innocent.” We went together – to parties, shows, bars – because we were neighbors; we 
wouldn’t have met otherwise. I preferred the company of my computer screen and the 
desk chair that let me hunch comfortably. I didn’t mind sitting up straight when I was 
around him, though, didn’t mind sitting just outside of his crowd.   
Rudimentary knowledge of Samuel Taylor Coleridge was his party trick. He 
would say, “Opium fiend,” in a tone of voice suggesting he’d known the man himself. 
“Woman wailing for her demon lover,” he’d say, pop one eyebrow up. Most people 
bought the act, so he rolled it out whenever he could. I didn't buy it, wanted to call him a 
goon, never did. He would get drunk and I would drive him home, pretend I forgot to 
return his keys so he would have to come across the hallway to my apartment the next 
day. 
Once – sober – he put his hands on me. One on each of my shoulders. A stray 
fingertip laid on the bare skin above my collar. I tried not to squirm. Squirmed.  
“Don't be like me, Ethan,” he said. 
“Wasn't planning on it,” I said. 
The night before I heard his door slam. From the window, I watched Maria drop 
her car keys on the sidewalk and clutch her head between her hands before she picked 
them up, drove away. 
“Ethan don’t say things before you think about them.” 
“I rarely do.” 
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He stalked the length of the front room, bare feet skimming across the short-pile 
rug sometimes squinting hard at me. When he’d worn himself out, he stood in front of 
me. His eyes looked bigger than usual. He said my name and his voice scraped in his 
throat. I shivered, even though I knew he liked a crowd around him. He bent at the waist, 
put his forehead on my shoulder. I felt like I was enough. When I threaded my fingers 
through the hair that should have been washed the day before, I didn’t hesitate or pull 
away to mumble some ill-fated joke. He laughed, moved closer, stayed the night.  
 
The next afternoon, I heard his door slam. From the window, I saw Maria’s car 
back in the parking lot. For three days, I hoped it would be gone when I came home from 
work. It stayed. I felt slimy, stupid, malleable.   
I thought about telling her, pulling up a windshield wiper and pinning a note 
underneath. I even wrote the note out, but before I made it out of my door, a slick panic 
took hold of me and I ended up just leaning against the cool metal with the handle 
jabbing me in the hip. For three days, I hadn’t spoken to anyone who didn’t speak to me 
first, I realized – not without him or his crowd around.  
It’s the fourth day before I realize I’ve forgotten to have a sense of humor. I 
remind myself that the world extends beyond here, that the concrete between our doors 
keeps going and then there’s grass, then sand, then ocean and sand again. Between those, 
people – some who have more insightful things to say about Samuel Taylor Coleridge.  




SILK STOCKINGS, FLESH-COLORED 
We were casting A Doll’s House. I was a shoo-in for Nora and pissed about it, 
sulking on the stairs across from the rehearsal space when the twins found me. Ariel and 
Richard grinned with a lot of teeth, flopped down on a lower stair, and laid their heads on 
either of my thighs. Most of the company is either under seventeen or over forty, but 
there’s only a year or two between the twins and me. In the downtime during auditions 
and rehearsals they always hang around me like wild dogs waiting for an injured cat to 
fall out of a tree. I like them. “You’re so soft,” Ariel said, patting my knee. I don’t like 
that. It reminds me that I’m not going to make it as an actor. This is because I hate 
vulnerability. 
Here’s why: a performer who looks like me is only allowed a certain type of 
vulnerability onstage. If a performer’s got seam-busting hips, she’s guaranteed a part that 
has her sniffling over a man. If she’s got an overflowing bosom, she’ll be wringing her 
hands over some dumbass kid of hers. In short: a bountiful feminine figure gets an actor 
the parts of weeping wives or worried mothers. Nothing else. Apparently the audience 
won’t believe that a person can have tits, ass, and something interesting like an insatiable 
hunger for power. People like Ariel, on the other hand, tall and lean with surprising 
biceps, gets parts like Jason in Medea. She has the nerve to complain that she’s tired of 
playing male roles. 
“You’ll get Nora,” Richard said.   
“Yeah,” I said.  
“Oh, what? Bored of being handed leads every other month?”   
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Ariel draped her hand across her forehead. “Is the Sarah Bernhardt of Whitworth 
Community Repertory sick from her spotlight exposure? What if I wanted that role, you 
diva?” She did want that role. 
The little hike in brother’s eyebrow told me that he was in the mood to pounce on 
any sign of sincerity and that sister would follow along. Better to play it safe. “If I’m sick 
from anything,” I tossed my hair and sniffed, “it’s the sorely insufficient volume of rose 
petals thrown at my feet at the end of my performances.” 
Richard squawked. Normally, I would be at ease with the quiet that followed. I 
would take extra care to let the situation soak through me, the stillness of a hundred-year-
old arts school all done-up in dark wood and cream paint, headlights from the street 
sliding across the walls, the heat of Ariel’s hand on my knee. But there I sat, souring it by 
thinking about how I’d have to break out the ‘housewife voice’ soon.  
One of the high school students in the company poked her head out to summon us 
into rehearsal space for the casting. The three of us filed in, found seats clumped at the 
back of the repurposed classroom. The fifteen company members fixed our attention on 
the director for the month. Helen had worked in the industry all her life, bouncing 
between New York and Chicago, ventilating wigs for three months, playing Madame 
Ranevskaya for six, etc. Everyone wants to be her. Even Richard. Especially Richard.  
“I’ve seen some interesting things in our shows lately,” Helen began, “Some 
things that had me approach these auditions in a bit of a different way. So, you’ll have to 
keep an open mind.” Helen hit us with the Clytemnestra, raised-chin, flashing eyes, 
exaggerated to the point of parody. Titters from around the room. She broke character 
and giggled along. We’d have a cast of four for three scenes. Of course, we don’t stage 
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the whole play. All of us are professionals or students of the stage, but we're still 
community theatre and the community is rarely patient. All three scenes revolve around 
Nora. I’d be busy. “So, for Krogstad, we’ll have Richard. For Torvald, we’ve got 
Charles.” She paused. “And we’ll have Vi as Dr. Rank and Ariel as Nora.”  
Ariel and I locked eyes, unsure if we’d heard correctly, afraid to get our hopes up. 
A fluke? A blessing? If I breathed, I might break the spell. Another of the high school 
kids, Logan, snorted. “Don’t you mean the other way around?”  
“No, no,” Helen answered, steady, “I said what I meant.” 
“Wait,” Logan said, “Dr. Rank’s a dude, right?” A shame-blush ran across my 
face. I floundered for a response. To a sixteen-year-old. Ridiculous.  
“Hey, if an overdramatic and pretentious character matches anyone in this room, I 
think we all know who that is,” Richard said and threw his arm around my shoulder.  
“Vi’s had plenty experience,” said Helen. She smiled at me. “She’s up to the 
challenge, right?” I looped my arm through Ariel’s and she shifted closer to me.  
 
Dr. Rank is a character that needs a meticulously planned look. Helen would have 
to approve the choices I made, but they were still my choices to make. Two nights after 
casting, I could barely bring myself to think about anything else, particularly, my job. 
Making web content to convince old people to visit Memphis is torturous when I could 
be thinking about whether a syphilitic Norwegian would wear silver or gold tips on his 
collar. By the end of the day, I was so eager to start planning for Dr. Rank that I could’ve 
eaten the keyboard at my desk, key by key. I knew exactly what my first step would be. 
Once I was released, I headed to the closest drugstore and bought four Ace bandages.  
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An hour later, Ariel knocked at my apartment door, somewhat sinister outlined by 
darkness in silk shirt work attire. Anytime I ask her what she does, she tells me she’s an 
assassin. We crowded into my shoebox of a bathroom, shoving the flat iron and pile of 
bobby pins to one side of the counter. I’d expected to feel exposed with my chest bare. 
Instead, I felt important, like we were preparing for something arcane. Ariel cracked her 
knuckles. “Alright. Let’s see what we can do with these luscious baps.” 
“Chop em,” I said.  
She squished my cheeks with one hand. “No. They’re nice.” She tucked the end 
of the first bandage under my arm. My well-rehearsed tirade detailing how little I care 
about other people’s opinions of my tits nearly blasted its way out of my mouth before I 
remembered that Ariel had heard it before and thought it was hilarious.  
I looked away from the mirror, pushed my shoulders down, set my jaw. This felt 
like a moment, the kind that can’t be experienced gradually. It had to be a grand flourish, 
a swirl of mystic energy. I turn from the mirror seeing Rosalind, and turn back to see 
Ganymede. I’d waited so long for this.  
Ariel wrapped the first bandage, pulled tight to secure the little metal teeth. She 
leaned back and squinted. “It’s…getting there.” 
I looked up, frowned. My chest was still prominent, but now it was wrangled into 
a smooth blob, like a hard candy melted in the wrapper. Less Rosalind’s transformation 
and more Bottom’s. “Do another one.” My hands jittered.   
Ariel wound the wider bandage. The tightness hit when I tried to sigh. Of course 
there would be discomfort. “Satisfied?” Ariel asked when she’d finished the second wrap. 
I kept my eyes on the counter. “Do another just to be sure.”  
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“I don’t know if—” 
“Pull tight.”  
She pulled tight. I took the deepest breath the binding allowed and looked up. In 
the mirror, I saw my same self, only slightly mashed. It’s ridiculous to get so sick over 
unmet expectations, but that didn’t stop me from retreating to my bedroom to hide my 
face from Ariel. I might not have been quick enough. 
“Whatcha thinking?” She loomed behind me where I rifled through my closet for 
a shirt.   
 “It’ll have to do.” 
 “I don’t get it.” She rustled the comforter on the bed as she stretched out on her 
back. “There are plenty of people who’d trade a kidney and possibly throw in a few 
fingers and toes to have what you’re working with. I’d at least consider giving up a pinky 
or two.”  
 “Well, you know what I don’t get?” I squinted at the peachy skirt in the back of 
my closet. It made me look like a preacher’s wife. I yanked it from the hanger, made a 
mental note to get rid of it. “I don’t what’s so great about meat sacks. That’s what they 
are. Meat. Sacks. That’s it. And they just sit there like somebody invited them. I didn’t 
fucking invite them.”   
 When I turned around, Ariel was propped up on her elbow, scrutinizing me, 
clearly not planning to share her observations. I went back to my deliberation. Ariel’s 
shirt swished against itself as she moved behind me. She smelled like shea butter, 
warmed my torso as she wrapped her arms around me and pulled me back.  
 “I think you need to relax,” she said.  
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 The back of my neck prickled. I turned to face her, putting her hands onto my 
shoulders and my own hands at her hips, where her shirt and skirt have separated. When 
we kissed, I realized that it must have been a month or two. I’d missed her. We scrambled 
awkwardly to the head of the bed, Ariel shucking her shirt in the process. I hesitated, 
trying to gauge where I needed to be, but she pushed me gently back into the sheets and 
smiled. “Just relax.” 
 She buried her face in the crook of my neck and inhaled. For a moment, I relaxed 
with the small sharp bites at my throat, the drawn-out hum in between them, her hand 
tracing up and down my side. I almost didn’t ruin it. When she kneaded the outside of my 
thigh a jolt of panic grabbed me. My focus snapped to what Ariel must be feeling, what 
she must see. The bandages on my chest, the way hips squish into the bed. Her fingertips 
brushed between my legs. Soft, I thought, pliable, blushing, wrong. I slapped my palm 
against her chest harder than I meant. 
 She stopped, peered down at me. “Are you alright?” 
 “I don’t know why…I don’t think I can…” I shook my head, closing my eyes so I 
didn’t have to see her. 
 “Okay, you’re fine,” she raised her hands, “That’s perfectly fine.” She shifted 
onto her back and stayed the night.    
 
We wouldn’t have access to the theatre downtown until the week before the 
performance, so we rehearsed at Whitworth. In the second week of rehearsals, we were 
off book and comfortable with blocking, primed for the real work to begin. As it turned 
out, Ariel needed very little coaching to adjust from Jason to a delicate housewife. During 
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the Wednesday night rehearsal, Helen and I spent a few minutes watching her sit, stand, 
walk, perform stage business, occasionally directing her to tuck her feet to one side or 
point her chin down. It looked good on her, like she’d never been any different. While we 
worked through our scene together, she was living her character. I was not.  
 
 “Dr. Rank,” she wiggled her fingers as she patted the chair next to her, “come and 
sit down here, and I will show you something.” 
 “What is it?” I hesitated before moving closer, forced myself to step with my heel 
first instead of my toes. The rest of the cast and the understudies watched from behind 
Helen. I looked at them too much. 
 Ariel dragged a pair of brown stockings from a costume box beside her. “Just 
look at those!” 
 “Silk stockings,” I said, my voice too breathy.  
 “Flesh-colored.” She flicked them into my lap. “Aren’t they lovely?” 
 
 “Alright, let’s pause for a minute,” Helen said. She stepped onto the mats laid 
down to protect the wonderful old floors, which are as pleasing to the senses as a fresh 
baguette with just the right combination of crackle and give. Normally, they make 
Whitworth like home. Now, even the environment seemed more self-assured than me. 
“How are you doing, Vi?” Her tone was pointedly neutral.  
I rose from my chair and stood behind it. “I realize something’s not working,” I 
said. Pre-emptively criticizing myself lessens the sting of someone else’s criticism, right?  
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 “You’ve got shoulder tension going on,” Ariel said, gesturing. She and Helen 
blinked at me, poised and at ease. 
 Next to them, I could feel every awkward feature of my body, the swollen pudge 
to the shape of my face, the stumpiness of my legs. “Yeah,” I muttered, “you know. 
Work stress or whatever.” Ariel shot me a side-eye.  
 “Vi, I think your Dr. Rank looks cute,” Logan, Richard’s understudy called out. 
Richard shushed him. 
“Should we run through some centering exercises?” Helen asked. My center felt 
liquid, churning. The last thing I wanted was for it to crack open and spill out in front of 
everyone. I waited too long to answer. Helen, with her good director’s intuition, called a 
ten-minute break.  
 Ariel trotted off to the restroom. She had that radiating, otherworldly look about 
her: the unfocused, proud one you see on performers fresh off the stage. The one that I 
should have. I stayed on the makeshift set, gripping the back of my chair. Plenty of 
performers will say that authentic emotion starts in the diaphragm. By this point, I 
insisted on binding for all rehearsals, so that entire area was nothing but collateral sweat 
and pressure.  
 “You look like you’re going to throw yourself into a river.” Richard sat in one 
chair and propped his legs on another. 
 “Thanks buddy,” I snapped. 
 “Look,” he lowered his voice, “maybe you should try worrying less about passing 
or whatever it is you’re doing. Maybe that would take some stress off.” 
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 “Do you know how long it’s been since I’ve worn pants in a scene?” My deep-
brain begged me to remain as nonchalant as I could. “I can’t fuck this up.”  
 Richard looked uneasy, tight-lipped. He shrugged. 
 The subject had to change. “How’s your new best pal?” I nodded to where Logan 
was doing what he probably thought was a Matthew McConaughey impression.  
  “Christ, Vi, this kid…” He turned his back to the others. I half-listened to him 
whisper out all his vitriol. I’d worked, weeding out floaty hand gestures and perfecting 
the moments my shoulders should slump. Why wasn’t anyone buying it? Why couldn’t I 
sell it? 
 
After three weeks of rehearsing, something about this role was getting to me. I 
was on my lunch break at a bakery that claimed to be French, ripping apart the innards of 
a wheat roll. The cold air from the vent pointed at my table raised the hair on my arms. 
Moving one table over would solve this problem, but I couldn’t bear to make a move that 
might draw attention to myself. He might see me. The employee who had taken my order 
hovered nearby, arranging a case of loose-leaf tea tins. Try as I might to mind my own 
damn business, the jewel-toned green of the shirt he wore seemed imprinted into the 
corner of my eye.  
Something was off about this guy, and I desperately wanted to investigate, but 
looking at him made me want to grimace and squint. He had this shiny, blonde ponytail 
that belonged in a Pantene ad draped onto his green shirt and a sort of sly, sharp face. 
Nothing that should be too far out of the ordinary. But there I was anyway, sneaking 
resentful glances his way, wondering who the hell he thought he was. During one of these 
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glances, I noticed that the buttons on his shirt were pearlescent. An unexplainable fury 
came over me. I sucked in a loud breath and he looked my way. When his eyes met mine, 
even with the vacantly pleasant smile on his face, I would have preferred that he caught 
me stealing from the register. He angled himself towards me, in preparation for the 
comment he thought I’d make. A simple dip of the shoulder, graceful and precise. I 
thought about the way I would jiggle if I made the same move. I snatched up my bag and 
left the bakery, already ashamed of how strange I was acting.   
After work, I went out of my route home to stop at the nice Goodwill across town. 
I started with the women’s blazers. They had never rejected me. I hate them, hate feeling 
condescended to by satin ribbons running through lapels or frills on pockets.  
Between me and where I wanted to go three or four poodle-haired older women 
wandered through the racks. If I crossed their paths, they might see where I went, 
crumple their faces, think to themselves how I’m going to end up a lonely, unattractive 
queer if I don’t start learning how to present myself. It wasn’t fair of me to think that 
about them, but that didn’t stop me. I moved slowly to where the women’s tank tops met 
the men’s t-shirts, then melted into the button-downs. 
Doing my best to appear indifferent, maybe like I could even be shopping for 
someone else, I approached the row of collared shirts arranged in rainbow order. I moved 
past the red, the orange, the yellow, stood still when I came to the green. Practicing a 
shoulder movement that privileges grace and precision, I pawed at a jewel-toned sleeve. I 




The first scene will end soon and I’ll go onstage. At the very least, this should put 
me out of my misery. The audience looks standard for our performances: Whitworth kids 
who’re required to attend, enthusiastic retired couples, a journalist or two, and a modest 
smattering of people who actually care about theatre.  
I could have waited in the greenroom until someone fetched me for my scene, but 
I decided to lurk in one of the wings to watch Ariel and Richard’s scene. Richard’s 
Krogstad is the right balance of slimy blackmailer and sad, desperate man. He always 
does well with antagonists, pulling from his hidden reserve of compassion that you’ll 
only ever see when he’s onstage. “Listen to me, Mrs. Helmer,” he says, “Either you have 
a very bad memory or you know very little of business.” A worse actor would’ve 
sounded like a second-rate Bond villain, but he makes it sound natural.  
Ariel, on the other hand, has disappeared, has melted into a puddle of wax and 
remade herself under the hot stage lights. This is the best I’ve ever seen her. When she 
turns in profile to the audience, facing the wing where I’m waiting, her eyes rest at my 
feet, or they would if she was aware of anything past the proscenium. Where the world 
ends for Nora, the world ends for Ariel. Even so, when she looks up, I see the hard glint 
of herself at her core. She can’t hide that, not when I know exactly what to look for, that 
energizing knot at the center of someone who’s moved on from one reality to another by 
her own skill alone.  
I shiver, bitter that I won’t have that tonight. Instead, I’ll spend my precious little 
time onstage shifting my eyes to the audience, reading what I can see of their expressions 
as ‘Poor girl, she’s trying so hard,’ and ‘Look at how badly Dr. Rank has been cast.’ I’ve 
poured over every detail of my appearance from how much to thicken my eyebrows to 
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the right shade of green-grey for my shirt, how tight to squeeze down my body. None of 
that will set me at ease. None of it will assure that the actual actor’s work won’t be 
overshadowed by how I look.   
 The lights go down onstage and the understudies filter around me to arrange the 
set for the next scene. I take my place in the dark, downstage left. The loveseat upstage 
huffs as Ariel sits. I can feel eyes on me. Only eyes. I can’t feel any of the judgement I’ve 
anticipated, can’t read the thoughts of the audience after all. It seems like an hour passes 
in the dark. I steady my breath. I plant my feet. 
 The lights come up and instantly, the stage feels warm, hazy, like home. I 
remember why I come to auditions every month. I remember why I’d been happy about 
the casting. I remember how the stage becomes a place where everything is ethereal and I 
have power to shape myself into anything I like. The audience is real, but it’s full of 
ghosts. I can use them, but they can’t use me. 
 I hang my coat on the stand. 
 “You mustn’t go in to Torvald now; I think he is busy with something,” Nora tells 
me.  
 “And you?” The teeth-clenching tension that had been with me for the past weeks 
becomes laughable. What had I ever been worried about? 
 “Oh, you know very well I always have time for you,” Nora says.  
I believe her. A smile overtakes me.  
The scene is over quicker than I want. I say my last line, “Make your mind easy; I 
won’t let him escape.” The lights fade as I leave the stage. I hear applause, but it doesn’t 
matter.   
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 Richard waits in the spot where I’d watched his scene. He claps my shoulder as I 
pass to slink back to the greenroom. The row of wig heads lined up on a shelf are the only 
company waiting for me there. I’m glad for the quiet. I sink into one of the ratty couches 
across from the makeup stations. 
A piece of something has followed me offstage. This hasn’t happened before. It 
feels like it shouldn’t have, like some little wisp leaked from a stagelight and crossed a 
forbidden line to be with me. I’ll have to go out with the cast to bow and answer 
questions soon. I stare at the floor and sit still. I should be peeling my bandages off; 
wearing them too long will bruise ribs or deprive lungs of oxygen. I feel like I don’t have 
a body to bruise.  
 No, that’s not right. The truth strikes me, a dumb, blunt object.  I feel like I have 
the right body. The thing that followed me reveals itself. It isn’t a little wisp, it’s a 
monster. I think about Jason and Ariel, about the green shirt, about jealousy. I didn’t have 
the guts to buy the green shirt, but I should have. I reach up and grip the collar of the 
costume department shirt I’m wearing. It doesn’t fit all that well, pulls at the hips. I’m not 
giving it back. I realize that I want so much more than one break from maidens, mothers, 
and the housewife voice. I want to hear, “You’d make a great Orestes.” “Have you ever 
played Peer Gynt?” 
Richard and Logan come into the greenroom and I jump. Right, there are other 
people in the world. Curtain call soon. Richard sits beside me. I do my best to appear 
composed, like I hadn’t just had a painfully obvious ton of self-knowledge dropped onto 




“Oh, we’re not being strange for no reason? I just thought, because…” He 
gestures at me. 
I narrow my eyes.  
 “You shouldn’t be strange,” he says, “You did well out there.” 
 I’d almost forgotten that other people had seen me. “Yeah, you too.” 
 “What about me, Vi?” Logan grins. “Did I do good?” 
 “Keep dreaming.” I glance at the two of them, at the row of our knees.  
 Richard hops up. “I’m going to smoke. Come get me when it’s time.” 
 I expect Logan to follow after him, but he stays, taps his thumbs together, jiggles 
his legs. Breezes of curiosity waft from him. Without Richard to show off for, he stays 
quiet. 
I feel too much like a newborn, like Logan already has seventeen years on me. 
Someone different should be with me now. I want to go out to Richard, who I know 
won’t ask questions, Helen, who will nod and tell me she knew something in me was 
changed, or Ariel, who will push me against a wall and kiss me. But not Logan. I 
shouldn’t be afraid of him. I am. I don’t know why.     
 My ass is two inches off the couch when he speaks. “Did you have fun with this 
show?” 
 “Mm hm,” I say, forcing myself to sit back down. 
 He waits. “You don’t really like me, do you Vi?” 
 I have to keep myself from groaning. Please not now. “Why do you think that?”  




 “It’s not true that I don’t like you.” I’m surprised that my voice is clear. 
 “Then why are you such a bitch all the time?” 
 “Alright.” My fear deflates. For the first time in months, the threat to me isn’t 
coming from me. I make for the door. 
 Logan sucks a breath in. “Wait. Please.” 
 I pause. 
 “I didn’t mean to…” He sighs. “You’re like…going through some stuff, aren’t 
you?” 
 “Everyone’s like going through some stuff.”  
 “No, I mean, specifically, you’re…” 
 “What, Logan? I’m what?” 
 “It just seems like, from rehearsals, that this part meant a lot to you. I really 
wanted to understudy you for it, because you were so into it. I wanted to see how you did 
it, but…” His ears turn red and he shoves his hands into his pockets. “I don’t know. It’s 
like I’m always doing something wrong and I don’t know what it is. But you know and 
you think I’m dumb for not knowing.”  
 “You know good and well you can’t worry about what people think of you.” 
Hypocrite. I’d been worrying about the same thing for the past month.  
 “Yeah.” He’s one of those. The ones who’ll open up without a moment of 
hesitation. “I just want people to like me, I guess.” 
  “Well, if people only see some clown show that you’re putting on, do they 
actually like you or do they like what you show them?” I hear myself talking to him. I’m 
not talking just to him.  
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 For once, he has nothing to say.  
 “You can’t worry about it anyway, but people can’t like you if they don’t know 
who you actually are, alright?” I say. It feels good, to hear this spoken, even if in my own 
voice.  
“Damn, Vi. That was deep.” It wasn’t, but I let it slide. Logan scratches at his 
hair. “I guess I’ll try not to be such a bitch all the time.”  
 I eye him. “I know you’re setting up a thing where I’ll say the same thing and 
we’ll both laugh, but that’s not going to happen.” 
He grins and ducks out the back door to where Richard had gone.    
 I lean against the arm of the couch, stare at the white scuff on my shoes. He was 
right: the role means a lot to me, but for selfish reasons. The Dr. Rank the audience had 
seen was a tool for a coward who wouldn’t look themselves in the eye and recognize 
what was making them so anxious and mean. Does it matter? I was vulnerable on stage. 
Fuck, was I vulnerable. I fiddle with the button on my cuff. My monster, the more 
pressing issue, straightens my collar.     
 One of the understudies gives a five-minute warning, I go to fetch Richard and 
Logan, and my breath evens out.  
 We leave the greenroom, wait for the last scene to end. Ariel comes offstage, 
sweat on her lip and forehead. She takes my hand, gives me a long look. The lights come 
up for curtain call and she ignores her slipping wig. The cast goes onstage. While the 
audience applauds, we join hands, raise them up. On the bow, my eyes slide down the 
rows of dim faces in front of me. I wonder what they see, if it looks anything like I want 
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it to. My monster follows me here, too. We stand straight again. The light on the stage, 
the fresh shock of knowledge, the hands in mine. I have no idea what comes next.  
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THE ALL NEW, DIGITAL HYBRID SAKURASAW H1.0 
Harley spins in her sheets to silence her phone alarm and feels a catch against the 
pillow. She sits up. The alarm plinks away, projecting blue light to the ceiling. When 
Harley reaches to the left side of her face, her fingertips brush against something thin and 
buttery soft laying against her skin. Yesterday’s boots trip her up as she shuffles to the 
bathroom and stretches her face to feel the new tightness on one side. The wall 
fluorescent buzzes. What will you see, Harley? Our bleary friend leans over the peeling 
faux-marble counter, looks in the mirror, and finds that a large cherry blossom has 
sprouted from her left eye socket.  
 “Christ,” Harley says.  
 
 Today is supposed to be an active day: a new assignment at work, a rendezvous 
with Cassandra – a step towards actually having a social life – in the afternoon. And now, 
this. She makes herself late for work, worrying at the petals. They hurt like skin when she 
pulls and pinches, so she gives up, throws on an outfit from the pile of clothes at the end 
of her bed, and heads to the office.  
When she pushes open the heavy glass door to the office, she knows she won’t be 
able to shake her scowl. Life seems like one unexpected inconvenience after another. 
She’s comforted by the prospect of hunkering down with the chainsaw ad campaign she’s 
been working on, spending the day absorbed in the task of constructing the perfect ad 
spots, luring new customers into the LumberMaster KR-22’s grease-slick embrace, 
touting redesigned chain brakes or kickback prevention. Oh Harley, if nothing else, 
you’re dedicated.           
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The door hisses closed behind her. With the office’s open floorplan, the sixteen 
white desks, only a few unoccupied, line up neatly in full view. The occupant of the desk 
closest to the door springs to her feet when she notices Harley. Naomi jogs to Harley, her 
turquoise ponytail swinging. “How long have I been telling you to try some pink?” She 
pats the apple of Harley’s cheek. “You look positively kawaii.”  
“I’m not keeping it.” She removes Naomi’s hand by the ruffled sleeve.  
“Don’t be silly. It’s wonderful.” Naomi waves her over to her desk. “Now, right 
quick, come help me figure out which header font looks better.” Harley doesn’t care 
about the difference between Avunculus and Steelpoint. Naomi, technically her 
supervisor, will be the one giving her the new campaign however, so she settles on 
Avunculus. Naomi decides to go with Steelpoint.   
“Coming for drinks tonight?” Naomi asks as Harley moves towards her own desk. 
She lowers her head and mumbles something noncommittal. Naomi and her crew are too 
put together. They probably own sets of matching underwear; Harley can’t relate.  
Waiting for her, neatly arranged on her desk are a model KR-22, extensive notes 
from the LumberMaster rep, and her stack of take-out menus, ranked from fastest to 
slowest delivery time. Harley starts a grumble, ends with a sigh. Kevin, from the opposite 
desk, circles a pointed finger around his eye and mouths the word “nice.” Harley work-
smiles. She puts her head down, prodding at where her left eye should be as she works.  
Just after ten, Naomi gathers the three ad-writers working on chainsaw contracts 
into the glassed-in meeting room. Kevin stretches his arms over the table, popping an 
elbow. Harley sits straight, lets a ribbon of confidence lift her chin. This is it. This is 
when Naomi assigns the smartsaw campaign, when she assigns Harley the smartsaw 
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campaign. The writers give their progress, conversationally, but wary of the consequence 
of underperformance all the same.  
Kevin speaks last, ends with “So, I’m definitely at a point where I can chainsee 
the finish.” 
Naomi gives him a charity chuckle. “Now,” she claps. Harley flinches. “You’ve 
all heard about the exciting little kitten LumberMaster’s thinking about hucking our way. 
Well, guess what?” She pauses, grins. “Kitten’s coming home soon.” 
Kevin whoops softly. Harley’s mouth runs dry.  
“We’ve got newly designed EZ-Crank.” 
Our hopeful innovator twists her fingers together. 
“LCD User Interface.” 
Harley’s one eye stretches. Her petals tickle her cheek.  
“And…are you ready for this?” 
Harley bites back a screech. 
 “Artificial. Intelligence.” Naomi nods, looking impressed with her own delivery. 
“This baby measures run-time, temperature, resistance, learns how you do the job and 
tells you how to do it better next time. This is the future, guys.” Naomi rattles on about 
the opportunities this contract will bring, but Harley prefers to focus on her own version. 
Bleeding edge technology molded by her own hands. This future brought to you 
by Harley Ray. The thought of her writing chipping away at the discontinuity between 
human and machine, her writing making cyborgs. She can hardly contain herself. Forcing 
calm, she tunes Naomi back in.  
“So,” Naomi says, “How excited are you, Kevin?” 
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Kevin? She snaps her attention to him then back to Naomi. 
Kevin makes a fist. “That CS minor’s finally paying off.”  
Harley is afraid to inhale too deeply; what she exhales might not be polite. She 
thinks there must be a mistake. She knows there wasn’t. The other writers finish their 
business and return to their desks. They could’ve been planning her own surprise party 
and Harley would’ve still been surprised. Keeping her mouth clamped takes a lot of 
effort. Her face feels hot. It’s not pleasant, Harley. I know.  
“Is there something else you needed?” Naomi’s tone is delicate.  
“I’m only wondering,” Harley speaks slowly, measures every syllable, “if there’s 
a reason I won’t be able to work on the smartsaw project. I have been brushing up on my 
digital troubleshooting, after all. Like when I figured out your Bluetooth was interfering 
with your wifi the other day?” 
“Oh, Harley,” Naomi sits sidesaddle in her chair, stares into the left side of 
Harley’s face. “You’ve been working so hard lately. It wouldn’t be fair to overwork 
you.” She must be joking. 
“Kevin and I have had the same workload.” She angles her eye to face Naomi.  
Naomi’s gaze twitches back to the blossom. “Look, it’s not personal. It’s my job 
to make sure I’m giving work that each of you can handle.” She smiles lopsidedly, 
trained on the flower, letting the moment linger a few seconds too long. “It’s okay to feel 
stressed. I promise. Happens to everyone.” 
“But I’m not stressed.” Harley squeezes the pen in her hand. “Kevin and I could 
split the project?” 
“Don’t worry, Harley. We’ve got it covered.” 
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“But I –” 
Naomi rises, pats the table. “Let me know if you need to talk about anything.”   
The meeting room stifles when Naomi leaves, silent and choked with overzealous 
heating. Sweat slicks Harley’s palms. Last week she’d flexed her Python skills around the 
office, rescued a coworker’s lost files, done everything she could to assert her digital 
familiarity, establish herself as the clear candidate for this job. 
This ridiculous growth, Harley thinks. There’s the culprit. What kind of 
professional walks around looking pink, fragile? She leaves the meeting room and makes 
toward the bathrooms.  
 
Kevin starts when she comes back to her desk. “Oh my god, you’re bleeding.” His 
hands flit around until they settle on the metal tin next to his ironic squeezy stress toy. He 
leans his whole torso across the desks to offer her a bandage, regarding her with liquid 
eyes, raised brows: how people look when they at least want to seem concerned.   
Harley shakes her head and sits. Her shoulders round as she pats at the blood with 
a scrap of paper towel. It wouldn’t come off. Not with pulling, not with twisting. She had 
only gotten a hair’s width into one of the petals with her pocket knife when it protested, 
loosing fat drops onto the stainless-steel counter. I belong here, the bloom told her. It 
made her sick to agree. The harmony of the pink and the tan of her face. Aesthetically, it 
works; she looks soft, frou-frou, ornamented like a dryad. She knows she isn’t frou-frou, 
knows that her guts look utilitarian and purposeful.       
Kevin hangs in his awkward position. “Everything alright?” 
“Mm hm.” She notices his eyes flicking from one side of her face to the other.  
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“Hey, you want to see a picture of my sister’s sugar glider?” 
“I don’t have the patience for animals.” She makes an effort not to snip at him. He 
hasn’t done anything.  
He looks straight into the flower. “Oh, I see.” Kevin puffs. “Been a long week in 
the city already, huh? Deadlines and all. Meeting with that rep for the new project 
tomorrow. Feel like I need to go…take a walk in nature, see some plant life.” 
Harley decides he needs to feel bad. “Oh yeah, take yourself a long forest bath,” 
she drones, “Go ahead and write some poetry while you’re at it. Kevin, the modern 
Wordsworth. ‘I wandered lonely as a Kevin.’” 
Kevin smiles at the cherry blossom. “You know, that’s really sweet of you. 
Maybe I will write some poetry. Keep it real, Harley.”  
She had regretted her works as soon as they’d left her mouth, but he’s gone back 
to work looking spacey, pleased. Harley rubs a stray smear of chain oil into the clean 
surface of the desk. She still wants that new project. She still deserves it. She has a day to 
figure out how to get it. Harley, Harley, Harley. Don’t let it eat you up.  
 
At the end of the work day, Harley walks downtown. She comes upon a soccer 
mom on a bench, taking a break from her jog, hair still somehow slicked smoothly back. 
The mom sets her bottle of Fiji water on the ground to stretch her arms and keeps the cap 
in her hand. Harley saunters by, flips her foot out, and kicks the water over.  




“Oh, man,” Harley aims the blossom at the woman, “Looks like your bottle was 
in my way.” She holds her breath, hoping it will bring color to her cheeks, pinches the 
corners of her mouth up. 
Mom pulls at the strap of her peach tank top and squirms a little, tottering back 
and forth between toned thighs. She sighs “Don’t worry about it sweetheart. Just be more 
careful next time.” 
“I won’t,” our girl chirps as she walks away. Be careful, Harley, this could get 
ugly.  
 
As is customary on a Wednesday, she goes to her favorite coffee shop, Brewthulu, 
straight from the office. Today, when she passes under the oxidized copper tentacle 
hanging over the door, she cringes, considering how ridiculous her new face will look 
nestled in with the exposed plumbing, greasy globe lamps, and anatomical sketches of 
hearts, human and otherwise. She orders her Americano, cringes. Stirs in sugar with a 
tiny plastic oar, cringes. Picks a seat in the back corner, cringes. Harley, you just can’t 
live this way.  
 The barista, a recent hire, had blushed when he took Harley’s order, given her a 
medium instead of the small she paid for. Still, she feels that someone will be over to her 
table soon to tell her that she simply can’t stay in a place like this. She jams her wound-
up shoulders into the seat and clenches. After a few minutes and a few too-hot gulps 
undisturbed, she relaxes. 
As she’s zoning out to the chatter of the dozen other patrons and the salt and 
caramel smell of fresh pastries, the clench returns, renewed and ready to kick Harley’s 
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ass. She remembers: Cassandra comes on Wednesdays, too. Cassandra who wears a 
velvet choker and initiates conversation so Harley doesn’t have to. Today is the day 
Harley is supposed to walk up to Cassandra and say “You like Stravinsky, right? There’s 
a concert at the Temple. Want to go?” Casandra will not want to go to the symphony with 
someone who looks so frivolous. It’s taken her weeks to gather evidence that Cassandra 
would be interested in going anywhere with her. Now that the rest of the world sees the 
intruder on her face rather than what’s always been under it, she can’t be sure of the 
conclusions she’d drawn. 
No more than five minutes pass before Cassandra enters, brandishing her usual 
hood-eyed, resting bitch face. Harley considers fleeing. Even though Harley’s not at her 
usual table, Cassandra zeroes in on her immediately. Too late. She sweeps across the 
bronze tiles, drops her bag onto the booth, and slides in next to Harley.  
“Hi darling.” She air-kisses Harley’s right cheek. “You would not believe my 
customers today. Somebody tell me why every old woman in this city thinks she knows 
more about antiques than an actual, certified dealer. I mean, honestly Phyllis, you’re a 
relic, but that doesn’t mean you have some kind of telepathic connection with a writing 
desk that is clearly post-Victorian. You’d think…” She pauses when she glances back at 
Harley. Cassandra’s mouth rumples. “Did you do something different with your…” 
Harley wriggles. 
Cassandra cocks her head and hums. “It doesn’t suit you.”  
Harley takes a while to process this. This is a relief. Cassandra knows it’s a 
mismatch.  “It happened once when I was a kid, too. But I can’t remember what made it 
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go away, then.” She hadn’t cared about it when she was a kid. Lego sets were more 
important than the features of her face. 
Cassandra looks into her not-eye. Harley tenses. “My hair used to be strawberry 
blonde. One day when I was twenty, I put it up in a ponytail, and it was black when I 
took it down. I think it works for me, though. Don’t you?” She scoots close enough that 
their legs touch. “Maybe this doesn’t suit you now, but it will.” 
Harley’s stomach drops. Cassandra wasn’t supposed to say something like that. 
Cassandra was supposed to tell her to spit on fate and anyone who told her different, to 
spit on the Phyllises of the earth and the Phyllises of the cosmos, the Phyllis who took her 
eye. She holds her tongue, hoping that Cassandra had meant something else. 
“Don’t worry.” The hooded eyes droop lower. “It’ll be cute.” 
Harley pictures cute. Not good.    
“Let me tell you about this birdcage that I sold today.” At least Cassandra moves 
quickly. “It looked like something straight out of an 18th century castle in the 
Carpathians, and this weedy little man hauls it up to the counter…” 
Harley pretends to listen. She thinks of her interaction with Kevin. What she’d 
said undoubtedly should have carried the weight of an insult. Kevin had been pleased, 
though. He had brightened like she’d handed him a bowl of ripe strawberries picked from 
her own garden. Was it because she had been made cute? You’ll have to run some tests, 
won’t you, Harley? 
“Say, Cassandra,” she breaks out her best doe eye, “there’s this Stravinsky 
concert at the Temple on Friday and I’d really like to go, but you see, I think it’s such a 
shame to waste a trip downtown going by my lonesome.”  
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 Cassandra’s mouth parts in surprise. “Stravinsky at the Temple? We have to go. 
I’ll bring my opera glasses and we can trash the bassoon players’ haircuts.” 
That part was easy; she likely would’ve agreed anyway. Harley decides to take a 
risk. In the two months they’d known each other, on three separate occasions Cassandra 
had vented her fury at the trendiness of smoothies, claiming that if she wanted to drink 
sludge, she could lay in the gutter and have it for free. Smoothies are only one of 
Cassandra’s wrath triggers, but they are a certain, recurring one.   
Tilting her head, Harley says, “We could even go and get smoothies before.” One 
finishing touch. “I love the ones with kale in them.” Oh, not kale, Harley. A silent 
moment. Her pulse races.  
Cassandra blinks. “Oh,” she says, “if that’s what you like.” 
It worked. Instead of lungs, Harley has rocks in her chest, pushing against her 
ribs. Cassandra hadn’t always been like this, had she? Had Kevin? Had Naomi? 
Something so little as the blossom on her face couldn’t have changed things this much. 
The thought that she’d been bumbling through her life, unaware that everyone she met 
wanted to pat her on the head terrified her. How many opportunities had she been denied? 
She excuses herself to the restroom.  
The lighting is low, the walls papered with illustrations of people in old-timey 
striped bathing suits. The room is clean and warm, the solitude watery, like she’s in a fish 
tank. No one around whose eyes she needs to monitor, whose tone needs analyzing. A 
steady stream of tension leaks from her shoulders. Palms on either side of the sink, she 
looks at her blue lit reflection in the mirror. 
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 A little wrinkle nestles in between her eyebrows, the one she’s gotten from her 
think-frown. Harley remembers that she likes to think, most of the time. About the 
smartsaw. About the way her neighborhood smells like fresh linen when she stands on 
her tiny balcony that sticks out over the laundromat. About the bathers on the wall and 
whether or not they had a good day at the beach a hundred years ago. Not about real 
people, though. Real people don’t follow neat threads like those she can invent for the 
bathers. One day Naomi is nodding along when Harley says she’s ready for more 
responsibility; the next, she’s patting Harley on the cheek. One day Cassandra is 
chumming it up with Harley and the next she’s… 
 But Cassandra said yes. You barreled right past that, hadn’t you Harley?   
 Today, people have been following a neat thread. They see her, they see the 
flower, and they respond as if she was the flower. Harley does her best to be seen as 
thoughtful and dependable, but thoughtfulness has never gotten her a sized-up 
Americano; dependability would never let her get away with insulting Kevin to his face. 
Neither got her the smartsaw contract. She knows what this means; of course she knows. 
But it doesn’t sit easy with her.  
 
 At home, Harley folds laundry. She puts them in Roy G. Biv order to give her 
something pleasant to see while she thinks, but there’s not enough of the Roy to make it 
work. The day has tired her more than usual, sandpapered against her resolve so that 
she’s rubbed out, ready to drape herself anywhere rigid enough. The desk might not have 
been the best choice, Harley, but I support you anyway. She lights a stick of oud incense 
and watches the smoke suck up to the ceiling.  
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She thinks. What does she want? The smartsaw campaign, that hinge in the door 
to the future, that first limb in her growing body of influence. What’s between her and the 
saw? Kevin. So how does she get what she wants?  
Poor Kevin.  
 
  Harley wakes, puts her hand to her face. She’s relieved when she feels a slippery 
petal. She’s sickened when she’s relieved. Harley, Harley. What’ll you do with yourself? 
All morning in the office, she’d tugged at the torn-up tag of skin on her thumb. 
Today, she’ll tip over an event horizon to be stretched and pulled and on the other side, 
she’ll come together a different person. The smartsaw will be hers, and so will a heavy 
mask of mud, smeared down her face to obscure her identity. Here’s the plan:  
1. Wait until Kevin leaves his desk 
2. Find his main project and backup in his cloud 
3. Delete them 
Woe is me, Kevin will cry and Harley will blush and sidle over to Naomi to 
humbly suggest that she could take the new project while Kevin re-creates his campaign. 
She’ll spend the rest of her time in this office dripping oil slick across the lime green 
carpet, splashing purple-black drops onto the glass plate of the copier. The snake in the 
grass. The feral raccoon in the dumpster.  
 Two hours she spends preparing herself. For two hours, she fails. She sits, grips 
the smooth shine of her computer mouse to keep her hands from shaking. Harley Ray, the 
fraud. Harley Ray, the saboteur. Better than Harley Ray, the Nobody? She caves to 
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preemptive guilt, rethinks, develops a more humane solution to the Kevin problem. It 
isn’t truly a Kevin problem, after all. It’s a Naomi problem.  
The LumberMaster rep will arrive in an hour. She has to act now. To act on 
anything. Naomi’s called for coffee and giant soft pretzels from the bakery down the 
street. Harley watches Naomi direct the delivery girl. Imperative, even with a turquoise 
ponytail. Commanding in the way she carelessly flings her hands around while she talks. 
Who does she think she is? How does she get away with such flippancy, such disregard 
for the authority she has? Unfathomable, she thinks. Sour grapes, Harley. 
 Naomi arranges the styrofoam cups on the table in the meeting room. To the left 
of the napkins, to the right, back to the left. Her tie, a perfect color match to her hair, 
dangles out, swipes dangerously close to the butter sheen on the pretzels as she moves.      
 Harley approaches. “Hey Naomi,” she lets her voice lilt up at the tail end of the 
phrase. 
 When Naomi turns, the bruisy skin under her eyes catches the light. “What’s up?” 
She’s tired. This must be important to her, too. 
 “You know how you said if I ever need to talk…” 
 Naomi springs to pull out a chair. Smart move, Harley. Everyone likes to feel like 
a life guru. “Sit down, sit down.” 
 Harley sits, crosses her ankles, tucks them to the side. She puts her chin in her 
hand, elbow on the table. “Well,” she sighs, “my sugar glider died last night.” She’d 
never owned a pet. She looks down at her lap. “And I can’t stop thinking about him. 
Little Jimbolini,” she stutters over the name she’d just invented. She sneaks a glance at 
Naomi, who has her hand pressed to her sternum. Harley wants to vomit. “The prospect 
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of working on another campaign,” she raises her head, wills all her energy through the 
flower, “all alone…”      
 “I am so sorry to hear that.” Naomi shakes her head. “Is there anything I can do 
for you?” 
 “Oh,” Harley strains to squeeze out a tear, can’t manage. 
 “Come on. You can tell me.” 
 “I don’t know.” She runs a finger across a petal, hoping Naomi would come to the 
correct conclusion by herself. 
 “Harley,” Naomi scoots her own chair closer. 
 She can’t stand it any longer. Her mouth tastes sour. “Could I work with Kevin on 
the new project? You know, to have someone to keep me company?” It’s not an ideal 
solution, but Kevin can be easily edged out. She’s sure of that now. 
 Naomi hums, frowning in thought. Oh Harley, will it work? “That’s not standard. 
Payroll would have a fit.”  
 “Plus,” Harley scrambles, “I’d really like to be better friends with Kevin.” Harley, 
you didn’t.  
“We don’t have the time for anyone to double up on a project. You’ll have to 
work on another contract at the same time.” 
 Harley nods and smiles in the way she knows will pop out her dimples. 
 “Here’s what we can do.” Naomi sounds like her mother. “It’s a big job, Kevin 
will likely have a lot of overflow. If you want to pick up that overflow and get a little 
overtime pay for it, I think we can swing that. How does that sound?” 
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 The smile drops from Harley’s face. “That’ll be wonderful,” she says, leaving the 
meeting room. 
She heads straight to the restroom, shuts herself in a stall, and leans against the 
wall. The disappointment finds her. The fantasies she’d constructed – her color palettes 
on billboards, her slogans sounding from living room TVs, her voice urging man to give 
itself to machine – they make her feel stupid now. Her fingernails want her face. They 
slide across the petals at her eye. Harley bursts from the stall, startling a coworker on the 
way out, whose heeled steps click in an irregular rhythm. Harley stares at the thing that 
halfway failed her. This isn’t a fair deal, she thinks. You can’t take so much and only 
give half back. The future cannot be half hers while her face is only half hers.  
She pinches one of the smaller petals between her fingers and rips. The motion 
leaves a split nub behind, blood welling from the ends which redden and throb. Harley 
groans. The remnant bubbles with her pulse, a bit of red, a bit of clear. She rolls the 
detached piece, feeling small hairs as it folds over itself.  
 She reaches for another petal. Her hand shakes. She can’t. 
Harley looks at the fluid dropping onto her cheek, the desperate, fluorescent shine 
to the whites of her eyes. A giggle finds its way from her core, hugging the ridges of her 
throat on the way up. Clarity follows. She’d had it right the first time. Trust yourself, 
Harley.  
   
When Kevin stands and announces his lunchtime intentions, Harley braces 
herself. She’s thought, she’s planned. Now, she’ll execute. Everyone leaves their 
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computers unlocked. “Hey Kev,” she calls to his retreating form. I’m jittery on your 
behalf, Harley. 
“Yeah?” he says. 
“Bring me back a PB&J will you?” 
“Sure thing, bud!” 
He leaves. Harley seats herself at his desk, forcing ease, feigning confidence. 
People trust each other in this office. They leave computers unlocked, rub each other’s 
shoulders in front of HR, share yogurt with the same spoon. They won’t question her at 
Kevin’s computer. They won’t even remember she was there. There’s been plenty about 
her they haven’t remembered. This is what our girl tells herself, anyway. Steps 1-3 are 
easy, she finds, and complete in a minute. She leaves a lone file in place, replaces half of 
it with corrupted text for verisimilitude.      
 There. The saw is hers. Her stamp on the future. What she’d lived for for the past 
several months. She is a boring person, she thinks. The blossom feels warm and firm 
cupped in her hand. A rough crust had formed on the wounded edge. Was a boring 
person, she thinks. Now she’s someone else, at least to others. Had she liked being 
boring?    
 
 Cassandra orders a chocolate and beet smoothie. “If I knew I’d look like such a 
vamp drinking this, I’d have done this much sooner,” she says between vermillion sips.    
 Our sweetheart musters a weak smile. I’m sorry, Harley, but the eyes – eye, I 
mean – gives you away. They stroll downtown, arms linked, the hollows of Cassandra’s 
heels clacking in spite of the din from restaurants and balconies giggling over into the 
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street with Friday energy. A few blocks from the theatre, a rowdy drunk clips Harley’s 
shoulder only enough to force a few steps of correction. Cassandra spins and demands an 
apology, which – against all odds – they receive. She looks at Harley, as satisfied as if 
she’d finally convinced that old hag Phyllis to accept her authority.  
 They rest for a moment in an alcove beside a closed bank. Cassandra tosses her 
empty smoothie cup into a nearby trashcan. Surprisingly, she totters in heels. Harley 
smiles at the stiltedness of her movement. She thinks about how Cassandra sometimes 
says the word ‘hell’ twice in a sentence. Awkward, but the way she draws out the ‘h’ 
almost makes up for it. She thinks about Cassandra’s five-head which she tries to hide 
with bangs, her dismissiveness, her judgement, her shrewdness, her pillow lips, her 
dynamic eyebrows.  
 Cassandra runs a finger along the bloom. “It really is darling, you know?”  
Harley balks. But Harley, what about Cassandra had you been thinking of? 
Eyebrows, lips, foreheads.  
“And a dour darling is my favorite kind.” She leans in and plants a kiss on a lower 
petal, then Harley’s cheekbone, jaw, neck. 
Harley shudders. She starts to protest, but is interrupted by the warmth rising in 
her chest. She’s enjoying this, enjoying Cassandra for reasons the woman wouldn’t have 
chosen for herself. Why can’t Cassandra like the bloom if Harley likes her lips? 
Cassandra takes her hand and pulls her back onto the sidewalk. The sidewalk grits under 
her feet. A streetlight whines. She should be dizzy with it: the company, the night, the 
romance. Instead, Harley swims in doubt.    
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The Temple is done up in green and gold, with velour seats, a proscenium 
decorated with cosmological symbols, and balconies that curve like swan’s necks. They 
find their seats in the second row of the first balcony. Harley is anxious for the lights to 
dim so she can soak in the public anonymity. Her date pats her knee, two little drums, and 
lets her hand rest there. Harley sulks even further into herself. With the old Harley, 
Cassandra would have pulled her hair and made up for it in private. Think about it, 
Harley: you have the smartsaw, you have the concert. The orchestra tunes. The lights 
fade. The Firebird opens. Harley stretches her arm to Cassandra’s far shoulder, lets her 
hand catch at the base of her neck on the way across. Cassandra starts and even in the 
dim light, her flush shows. Harley exhales as the flutes arc slowly back and forth across a 
sharp run. It’s expensive, having what she wants.        
 
